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ABSTRACT
Developing laminar annular, entry-region turbulent annular 
and entry-region turbulent pipe flows were an a ly tica lly  studied 
employing integral methods of solution.
Both the laminar and turbulent annular flow problems were solved 
by two methods, a Simplified Model and a General Model. In the 
Simplified Model, the ra tio  of inner to outer wall layer thickness was 
assumed to be constant at a l l  axial positions and equal to the fu l ly  
developed value. The General Model was solved relaxing the constant 
ra tio  of wall layer growth assumption. The assumed velocity  
distribution in the developing region was based on fu l ly  developed flow.
In developing laminar annular flows, i t  was found from inspection 
of the velocity p ro file  plots that only near the inner walls p r e d ic t io n s  
of the two models d i f fe r  appreciably. In addition, both model 
predictions of mean flow characteris tics, such a core ve loc ity , fgpp 
and incremental pressure drop, are in good agreement with each other. 
Further, comparison of results obtained from the General Model is 
consistent with previous studies and the only experimental data available.
For entry-region turbulent annular flows, predictions of velocity  
profiles (except near the w a lls ) ,  core velocity and pressure gradient 
from both the Simplified and the General Models are in reasonable 
agreement with availab le experimental data. Disagreement near the walls 
may be due to the inherent problems associated with the measurement of
( iv )
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low ve loc it ies  and to the u n s u ita b ili ty  o f applying power law mean 
velocity  p ro files  near wall areas. In fa c t ,  the scatter of existing  
experimental values is ind icative of the d i f f ic u l ty  involved with  
obtaining re lia b le  experimental data in the en tire  flow area o f entry- 
regions turbulent annular flows.
For entry-region turbulent pipe flows, the eddy viscosity model 
of Reichardt was used together with a l in e a r  shear stress assumption 
in the wall layer. The purpose o f the study was to compare the 
results o f using the Bernoulli's  equation in the core region only 
with that obtained by using a macroscopic mechanical energy balance 
over the v/hole flow area. The analysis using the macroscopic energy 
balance predicts a much smaller pressure gradient d is tribution  than 
that using the Bernoulli 's  equation. The non -lin earity  of the shear 
stress p ro f i le  near the edge of the wall layer was taken into account 
separately. The aforementioned procedure was repeated using the 
Van Driest eddy viscosity model.
(v)
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NOMENCLATURE
a-j constant in Equation (3 .61)
A to ta l flow cross-sectional area
A.j ,A2>. . .  ,A57 defined in Appendix A
+A damping constant
.Bg defined by Equation (3 .15)
c-j,c2 defined by Equations (3.11a) & (3.34a) respectively
C defined by Equation (4 .6 )
C-j,C2 , . . sC5 defined in Appendix A
Dp hydraulic or equivalent diameter = 2(R2-R.|) ;Dp=D fo r  pipes
EqsE1 s. . ,E]7 defined in Appendix A
f  perimeter average 'Fanning' f r ic t io n  fac tor f o r  f u l l y
d e v e lo p ed  f lo w  = [ ( p i - p ) / ( PV2 / 2 ) -  k ( x ) ] / ( 4 R e X )  
f &pp apparent 'Fanning' f r ic t io n  factor
= C(pi -p ) / (p V 2/2 )] /(4R e X )
f x local 'Fanning' f r ic t io n  fac tor in hydrodynamic
e n try le n g th  = rw/(pV^/2)
Fv F2 , . . , F g defined by Equations (3.25a) & (3.25b)
G-j ,G2 , . .  ,Gg defined by Equation (3 .48)
h step size in Runge-Kutta in tegration  routine
H shape fac tor = 6 * /6 * *
11 , 12 defined by Equation (3 .17)
k(x) incremental pressure drop number
k(«) incremental pressure drop number fo r  fu l ly  developed flow
(xv)
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constants in Equation (3.1)  
n power law constant
p s ta t ic  pressure
P dimensionless s ta tic  pressure = (p --p )/(pV ^ /2 )
r  defined by Equation (2.4)
R radial distance
Rg pipe radius
R+ dimensionless radial distance =
Ru*/v
Re Reynolds number = VD^/v
S.j jSg defined by Equation (3.38)
T1,T2 ’^3 defined by Equation (3.40)
u velocity component in axial direction for
laminar flows; mean value of velocity component 
in axial direction fo r turbulent flows
u* fr ic t io n  velocity = ( tw/ p)®’ ^
u+ dimensionless velocity = u/u*
U core velocity
v velocity component in radial direction
V bulk or average velocity
-x axial distance
X dimensionless axial distance (= x/(D^ Re) for
laminar flows; = for turbulent flows)
(xvi)
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y radial distance measured from wall
y+ dimensionless radial distance = yu*/v
a radius (or diameter) ra t io  = R-|/R2
1 3k inetic  energy correction factor = ^ /(^-)
6 momentum correction factor
= ^  /(J i)2 dA 
A A V
6 thickness of wall layer
6+ dimensionless wall layer thickness = 5u*/\>
6* displacement thickness of wall layer
6** momentum thickness of wall layer
e eddy d if fu s iv i ty
n defined in Equation ( 2 . 1 )
e defined in Equation ( 2 . 1 )
k constant in Equation ( 2 . 4 )
p dynamic viscosity
v kinematic viscosity = u / p
<f> dimensionless radial distance = 2 (R2 ~R)/D^
X dimensionless radial distance = (1 - <j>)
t shear stress
p density
_Subscri pts
1 inner wall or inner wall layer of annulus
2 outer wall or outer wall layer of annulus
(xvi i )
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fd fu l ly  developed
i condition a t in le t  plane
M condition at maximum velocity  location in fu l ly
developed flows
max condition at maximum inner wall layer thickness
location
min condition a t minimum inner wall shear stress variation
x condition at wall
x at a location which is at an axial distance x from
in le t  plane
6 edge of wall layer
NOTE: Exceptions fo r  subscripts 1 and 2 are defined in the f i r s t  part
of the Nomenclature.
( x v i i i )
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Characteristics o f  Developing Flows
When a f lu id  enters a duct, a ve loc ity  p ro f i le  develops 
(along the duct) u n til  the f u l ly  developed p ro f i le  is  reached some 
distance from the entrance o f  the duct. This flow development occurs 
in a flow regime referred usually as the developing (or in le t )  region.
The developing (entrance, in le t  or s e tt l in g )  length is the axial length 
o f the developing region.
The ve loc ity  adjustment is due to the presence of boundary layers 
(denoted as wall layers in th is  D issertation) associated with the inner 
and outer walls which increase in thickness as the distance along the 
flow increases. This results in a decrease in the size
of the potential flow region.
The ve loc ity  changes from zero at the wall (no -s lip  condition) to 
core ve loc ity  a t the edge o f the wall layer. Since the mass flow rate  
must remain constant, the flow in the central potential core region 
must accelerate to compensate fo r retardation o f flow in the wall layers. 
As a consequence of wall layer and ve loc ity  development, very large  
pressure gradients and wall shear stresses ex is t  in the developing region.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
2In laminar annular flows, the end of the developing region is 
marked by the meeting of the inner and outer wall layers. A ll flow 
parameters a tta in  th e ir  fu l ly  developed values a t the end of the 
hydrodynamic developing region. In turbulent annular flows, however, 
the situation is somewhat d if fe re n t in th at the inner and outer wall 
layers meet i n i t i a l l y  a t an axial location before the end of the 
developing region. The velocity p ro f i le  a t th is location, s t i l l  not 
fu l ly  developed, further readjusts i t s e l f  in the axial direction until the 
fu l ly  developed velocity d istribution is attained. Most flow parameters, 
for example, pressure gradient, wall shear stress, turbulence intensity  
reach th e ir  fu l ly  developed values before the end of the developing 
region and generally a t d if fe re n t axial positions along the duct.
In th is Dissertation, fo r  the turbulent flow analysis, the 
developing region is divided into two sub-regions, i .e , entry-region 
and adjustment region (within which the wall layers i n i t i a l l y  meet 
and the velocity p ro file  further adjusts i t s e l f  to the fu l ly  developed 
p ro file  respectively). The experimental evidence of Okiishi and 
Serovy[l] and Paranjpe [2 ] a tte s t to the existence of two such flow 
regimes fo r turbulent annular flows.
1*2 Flow Geometry
The basic geometry studied is the concentric constant cross- 
sectional area annulus. The annular configuration finds i t s e l f  in various 
industrial applications, fo r  example, heat exchangers, axial flow
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
3turbomachinery and atomic reactors. For short annular sections, the 
developing region has a considerable e ffe c t on pressure drop and heat 
transfer rates.
The shape of the entrance to an annular passage w il l  influence 
the development o f both the thermal and hydrodynamic wall layer growths. 
The experimental studies o f Okiishi and Serovy [1 ] and Sridhar e t  a l .
[3] indicated that for a given annulus developing lengths were shorter 
using a square-edged entrance than for a rounded entrance. This may 
be attributed to the fac t tha t, provided there is no intentional 
tripping of a wall layer at the s ta r t ,  a laminar wall layer usually 
precedes a turbulent wall layer fo r a rounded entrance while the wall 
layer is turbulent from the in le t  plane for a square-edged entrance 
annul us.
In the present analysis, a well rounded entrance is considered 
as i t  provides a convenient mathematical condition of a re la t iv e ly  
f l a t  in le t  velocity p ro file  to the annulus. In addition, the hydro- 
dynamic wall layers are assumed to in i t ia te  from the in le t  plane. The 
small length o f laminar wall layer which precedes a turbulent wall 
layer in turbulent flows decreases with increase in Reynolds number.
As re la t iv e ly  high Reynolds number w il l  be considered, in the present 
study, the e ffe c t on the flow of this small laminar length w il l  be 
neglected.
Pipes and para lle l plates are extreme cases of the annulus, that 
ts , radius ra tio  zero and one respectively. Entrance-region pipe flow
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
4studies are o f special importance fo r the design of closed-jet  
working sections fo r wind and water tunnels, as well as fo r the 
design of tubular heat exchangers and hydraulic-pipe systems.
While the velocity d istribution  fo r the above cases are 
symmetrical, that fo r the annulus is asymmetrical. This aspect 
of the velocity d is tribution  represents a fundamental difference  
between these related flow problems. Also, i t  has been recognized 
(Sparrow and Lin [4 ], fo r  example) that the flow situation in which 
the radius ra tio  tends to zero does not represent the pipe flow 
solution. This is  due to the presence o f  the d i f f e r e n t  p h y s ic a l  
boundary conditions of zero velocity and maximum velocity at the 
centre fo r very small and zero diameter ra t io  respectively.
1 *3 Purpose of Presen/~ Research
The present study is directed towards the prediction of flow 
characteristics in developing flows through annuli and pipes using an 
integral viewpoint. The method of analysis involves w riting  the 
re lation between the change in momentum, the pressure drop and the 
f r ic t io n  force acting on an element of a wall layer.
In the annular flow study, the main objective is to provide simple, 
but r e a l is t ic ,  solutions unlike those currently available. Laminar and 
turbulent annular flows are investigated. For both of these flows, two 
models (a Simplified Model and a General Model) w i l l  be considered in 
order to check the v a l id i ty  of an assumption used.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
5Also, fo r  turbulent annular flows, the proposed analysis 
w il l  focus i t s e l f  onto flow within the entry region only. Very l i t t l e  
information, i f  any, is presently available on local flow 
characteristics in the adjustment region. As in most previous works, 
the analysis can only be used up to the end of the entry region since 
the Bernoulli's  equation ceases to apply a f te r  th is axial location  
due to the disappearance of potential core flow.
In the turbulent pipe flow study, a comparison w il l  be made 
between the results using the Bernoulli's  equation and that using 
a macroscopic energy balance.
For both of the above mentioned flow geometries, the fu l ly  
developed situation has extensively been studied an a ly t ic a lly  and 
experimentally and consequently ( fu l ly  developed flows) w il l  not be 
discussed to any great extent in th is  paper.
Unless otherwise specified, developing steady and isothermal 
flow of an incompressible Newtonian f lu id  through a constant cross- 
sectional flow area is considered.
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CHAPTER I I
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 General
There are three basic types of developing duct flows, i . e . ,  
hydrodynamically, thermal and simultaneously developing flows. 
Hydrodynamically developing flow refers to flow within a region in 
which the thickness of the veloc ity  wall layer is  growing. Thermal 
developing is related to flow in which the temperature wall layer 
is developing. The velocity p ro file  is this region could be e ither  
developing or developed. A combination of thermal and hydrodynamic 
developing flow is referred to as simultaneously developing flow.
The present study w il l  be concerned on 1 y w ith  h y d ro d y n a m ic a lly  
developing flows. Many approximate solutions have appeared in the 
l i te ra tu re .  These w il l  now be discussed.
2.2 Hydrodynamic Developing Annular Flows
2.2.1 Laminar Studies
One o f the f i r s t  solutions to the hydrodynamic entry length problem 
fo r the annulus was undertaken, by Murakawa [ 6 ] ,  in 1960.  He employed 
a series solution approach and the results which involved an in f in i te  
series o f Bessel functions sa tis fy  the physical boundary conditions only 
in part.
6
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7The f i r s t  and only experimental study to date known to the 
author of developing laminar annular flows was presented, in 1961, 
by A s t i l l  [5 ]  who considered entrance region flows with the inner 
cylinder rotating fo r a radius ra t io  o f 0.732. I t  was found that fo r  
axial flow with the inner cylinder ro ta ting , four modes of flow 
could e x is t ,  i . e . ,  laminar flow, laminar flow plus vortices, turbulent 
flow and turbulent flow plus vortices. Lines of demarcation of the 
four modes were established as functions of axial ve loc ity , rotational 
speed o f the cy linder, distance from the entrance and the radial 
distance across the annulus. He applied various amount of suction at  
the inner wall and measured radial and axial ve loc ity  p ro files  fo r  
d if fe re n t  angular ve locity  of ro tation .
Techniques o f accurate solutions f a l l  into three general 
groupings: s o l u t i o n s  o f  l i n e a r i z e d  momentum e q u a t i o n s ,  s o l u t i o n s
by f in i t e  difference methods,and solution by s t r e a m - t u b e  approach.
These w il l  be considered separately.
(a) Solutions of linearized  momentum equations:
Sugino [ 7 ] ,  in 1962, adopted the Langhaar approach [8] and
used:
( 2 . 1)
where e and n were functions of x only. He solved the resulting
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8equations and obtained a closed form solution in terms o f modified 
Bessel functions. He tabulated AP vs 4X, and k(<»), fRe, and 4X^cj fo r  
a = 0 . 2 ,  0.5 and 0.833. While his f app Re factors agree with other 
researchers, his X ^  value o f 0.005 obtained fo r  a l l  the above radius 
ratios is in disagreement with other studies and appears to be in 
erro r.
In 1962, Chang and Atabek [9 ] used the l in e a r iza t io n  technique 
suggested by Targ [1 0 ] ,  i . e . ,
^  + <2 -2>
and obtained closed-form re lations fo r  the ax ia l ve loc ity  and pressure 
gradient in the entrance region. They also presented X ^  vs a and 
found that X^d decreases with increase in radius ra t io .
Heaton e t  a l .  [1 1 ] ,  s im ila r to Sugino [7],. used the Langhaar 
method of l in e a r iza t io n  in 1964. Instead o f the B ernou lli 's  equation 
in the potential core region they used the momentum equation as boundary 
condition to elim inate the pressure gradient term. Shumway 
and McEligot [12] fu rthe r showed th at the pressure drop of Heaton e t  
a l . [11] obtained by using the momentum integral equation, d iffe red  
from the results based on the mechanical energy equation by 20% fo r  X<10”^. 
They concluded that the ve lo c ity  p ro files  and AP values o f Heaton e t a l . [11] 
are not re l ia b le  in th is  region.
Sparrow and Lin [4 ]  , in 1964, used the method o f stretched coordinates (to
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the momentum equation. Velocity v a r i a t i o n  and p l o t s  o f  k(x) .  vs 4X
were presented  f o r  rad i us  r a t i o s  o f  0 . 0 0 1 ,  0 . 0 1 ,  0 . 0 5 ,  0 . 1 ,  0 . 2 ,
0 . 4 ,  0 . 8 .  The f  ’„„Re f a c t o r s  c a l c u l a t e d  from k ( x )  o f  Sparrowapp r
and Lin [ 4 ]  are between 0 and 2% l ower  than those o f  Liu [ 1 3 ] .
The technique of Targ [10] was also applied by Roy [14 ], in  1965 , who 
sim ilar to Chang and Atabek [9 ] obtained closed-form relations fo r  
the axial velocity and pressure gradient in the entrance region. In 
fa c t ,  the results of Chang and Atabek [9 ] and Roy [14] are identica l.
(b) Solutions by f in i t e  difference methods
The f i r s t  f in i t e  difference approach to the entrance-region 
annular flow problem was undertaken by Manohar [15 ], in 1965, who solved 
the momentum equation fo r a = 0.1,  0 . 3 ,  0.5 and 0.7.  He presented 
Graphically the velocity p ro files , pressure distribution and hydro- 
dynamic entrance lengths.
Shah and'Farnia [ 1 6 ] ,  in T974,  used the f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  method o f  
Patankar and Spalding [17] fo r concentric annuli. (Basically, in 
this method the axial coordinate x and dimensionless stream function 
are used as independent variables and these are used to transform 
the momentum and energy equations into f in i t e  difference form). They 
presented f  Re and f  __ Re as a function of 1/X fo r a = 0, 0.005, 0.1,
X ®rr
and 1 .
A modified im p lic it  f in i t e  difference method was used by Coney and 
El-Shaarawi [18 ], in 1975, to analyze the hydrodynamic entrance problem
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fo r  concentric annul i . They presented both radial and axial developing 
veloc ity  p ro files  and hydrodynamic entry lengths fo r f i f te e n  d if fe re n t  
concentric annular ducts. Their developing axial ve loc ity  p ro files  
are in good agreement with those of Sparrow and Lin [ 4 ] .
(c) Solution by s t r e a m - t u b e  approach
The complete set o f  Navier-Stokes equations, without the 
boundary layer type assumptions were analyzed, in 1971, by Fu lle r  
and Samuels [19 ].  They used a stream tube approach and included 
the e f fe c t  of axial v o r t ic i ty  d iffu s ion . They obtained the 
ve loc ity  p ro files  fo r  various x/Rg and Re fo r a = 0.5.
2.2 .2  Turbulent Studies
Rothfus e t  a l .  [20] in 1955, were among the f i r s t  researchers 
oi turbulent developing annular flows. They found that the outer wall 
shear stress was s t i l l  approaching its  asymptotic value a t  250 equivalent 
diameters from the entrance. For 5000 < Re < 45000, they reported that 
the e f fe c t  of the level o f turbulence a t  the in le t  on downstream flow 
was n eg lig ib le .
The work o f Olson and Sparrow [21] in 1963, was based on s ta t ic  
pressure measurements. They reported th at the entrance length, based 
on 95% o f fu l ly  developed pressure gradient, was w ithin 20 to 25 
equivalent diameters.
In 1967 veloc ity  p ro files  a t  d if fe re n t  axial locations along the 
annulus were measured fo r  rounded and square-edged entrances by
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Okiiski and Serovy [1 ] .  I t  was found th at flow separation caused 
by the abrupt change in area of the square-edged entrance resulted  
in skewed velocity pro files  near the in le t .  Also fo r the rounded 
entrance, transition  from laminar to turbulent flow occuring near 
the entrance appreciably affected velocity  p ro file s , shape factors, 
displacement thickness and local f r ic t io n  factors. The developing 
length fo r a square-edged entrance was found to be less than that for  
a rounded entrance.
Nicol e t a l .  [22] in 1967, investigated developing flow through 
square-edged entrance annuli only. They measured velocity  profiles  
and presented correlating equations for the se tt l in g  length over the 
annulus Reynolds number range, 5000 - 50000 , r e l a t i n g  the e q u iv a le n t  
diameter, Reynolds number and diameter ra t io .  Quarmby [2 3 ] ,  in  1967 , from  
his experimental investigation reported that the s e tt lin g  length is of 
the order o f 30 to 40 hydraulic diameters. The inside surface of the 
tube was honed and the Reynolds number ranged from 10,000 to 90,000.
In 1970 Sridhar e t a l . [3 ] measured developing velocity profiles  
fo r turbulent flows in smooth concentric annuli with square-edged and 
bellmouth entrances. S e tt l ing  length correlations proposed( s im ilar to 
Nicol e t a l .  [2 2 ] )  fo r both entrances f o r  7000 <Re <47500  
suggested an inverse radius ra tio  e f fe c t .  They observed, as did 
Okiishi and Serovy [ l ] , t h a t  the se tt lin g  length with a square-edged 
entrance was less than with a bellmouth entrance.
Wilson and Medwell [2 4 ] ,  in 1970, used a modified form of 
Reichardt [25] momentum eddy d if fu s iv i ty  equation and solved fo r  the
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developing turbulent hydrodynamic and thermal wall layers for  
in te rn a lly  heated annuli. Satisfactory agreement was obtained with 
the experimental data of Okiishi and Serovy [1 ] .  Their analysis 
predicted hydrodynami ca lly  fu l ly  developed flow was obtained within  
10 equivalent diameters.
Also in 1970, Okiishi and Bathie [26] developed an analytical 
model fo r turbulent flow in the developing region of an annulus.
Their integral approach u t i l iz e d  the empirical wall shear stress 
correlation of Ludwieg and Tillman [27] and the assumption of constant 
shape factors for both the inner and outer wall layers. Predictions 
of displacement and momentum thickness were not unreasonable when 
comparison was made with the experimental data of Okiishi and 
Serovy [1 ] .
In 1971, Lee and Park [28] made an analytical and experimental 
study of developing turbulent flow through concentric annuli. Their 
analytical work was based, s im ilar to Wilson and Medwell [24] on a 
modified form of Reichardt's expression for eddy d if fu s iv i ty  of 
momentum. Comparison of experimental and predicted eddy d if fu s iv ity  
m the developing region was not too good.
Developing and developed isothermal annular flow was studied 
an a ly tica lly  and experimentally in 1973, by Paranjpe [2 ] ,  Unlike 
previous researchers who used the universal logarithmic mean velocity  
p ro f ile ,  he suggested and experimentally verif ied  the use of power 
law profiles for fu l ly  developed flow ( fo r  92800 < Re < 531000).
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His analytical work in the developing region was also based on power 
law pro files  and the wall shear stresses were expressed in terms of 
the power law constants based on the f u l ly  developed flow. Entrance 
lengths from the prediction was 15% lower than values found experimentally 
and increase with annul us Reynolds number.
2.3 Hydrodynami c a lly  Developing Turbulent Pipe Flows
One o f the e a r l ie s t  investigations of developing pipe flows was 
done by Latzko [29] in 1921. He analyzed the development o f turbulent  
ve loc ity  p ro f i le  in a pipe by a method analogous to S c h il le r  [3 0 ] .
The ve loc ity  d is tribu tion  followed the one-seventh power-1 aw. For a 
to ta l in le t  length o f  a purely turbulent flow, he found
Xfd  /Dh = 0.69 Re ° ‘ 2 5 , (2 .3 )
S c h il le r  and Kirsten [31] in 1929, investigated the velocity  p ro f i le  
development in pipes fo r both rounded and sharp-edged entrances. For 
10,000 < Re < 50,000 they found that the fu l ly  developed ve loc ity  p ro f i le  
is  attained in 50 to 100 equivalent diameters. They also observed that  
while fo r  a rounded entrance, the s e tt l in g  length decreased as Reynolds 
number increased, fo r a sharp-edged entrance the opposite appeared to be 
the case. They may be due to the possible existence of a small length 
° f  laminar wall layer near the in le t  fo r  the rounded entrance.
Deissler [32] measured velocity  p ro files  a t  various distances for  
rounded and right-angle-edged entrances fo r  the flow of a i r  in a tube
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over a range 48000 < Re < 580000. His r e s u l ts  in d ic a te d  t h a t  the  
flow development was more rapid for a right-angle entrance than 
for a rounded entrance as the length to reach fu l ly  developed flow 
was about 45 and 100 tube diameters respectively.
In 1955, Deissler [3 3 ] ,  in addition to the usual boundary layer 
approximations, assumed in the developing flow that the eddy d if fu s iv ity ,
is given by
e = r^ uy (1 -  exp { -r^uy/v >) fo r y+ < 26
(2 .4 )
and e = k2 (^ - )3 fo r  y+ > 26
where r  and « are experimental constants. The eddy d if fu s iv it ie s  for  
momentum and heat transfer were assumed to be equal. The results 
indicate that approximately fu l ly  developed heat transfer and fr ic t io n  
are, in general, attained in less than 10 equivalent diameters.
Ross [34 ], in 1956, used an integral approach and presented an 
approximate analytical solution for the turbulent w a ll-layer flow 
within ten diameters o f the entrance. Formulae fo r momentum thickness, 
pressure drop and head loss were obtained. Comparison of the theoretical 
e*pressions with the few available raw data showed good agreement.
Under the assumption of a logarithmic law rather than a one- 
seventh power law, as suggested by Latzko [29] for the velocity p ro f i le ,
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Filippov £35 j, in 1958, calculated turbulent flow development in 
the entrance length o f a stra ight tube. Good agreement with experiment 
was obtained not only near the wall but also a t  the outer edge of  
the wall layer.
Perhaps the f i r s t  re l ia b le  experimental data on turbulent in le t  
flow was provided in 1963, by Barbin and Jones [3 5 ].  They measured 
mean v e lo c it ie s , turbulence in te n s it ie s ,  and turbulence stresses in 
the f i r s t  40 diameters o f  pipe length fo r Reynolds number of 388,000. 
While f u l ly  developed flow was not attained in th is  length, the wall 
shear stress and s ta t ic  pressure gradient attained th e ir  fu l ly  
developed values within the f i r s t  15 diameters. They also experimentally 
showed that ve loc ity  p ro files  in the in le t  region were not s im ilar .
Bowlus and Brighton [3 7 ] ,  in 1968, used a one-seventh power law 
veloc ity  d is tr ibu tion  coupled with an expression fo r  the wall shear 
stress based on the Schultz-Grunow [27] re la tion  fo r f l a t  p lates, that  
is ,
-2.584
rw = 0 .185 [ l o g 10 (Re UX) ]  ( 2 . 5 )
pTT2 V
and obtained reasonable agreement with experimental data for the
core ve loc ity  development within the f i r s t  25 pipe diameters.
A numerical study based on f in ite -d if fe re n c e  techniques and an 
^perimental investigation of developing turbulent pipe flows were done 
bys in 1973, Richman and Azad [38 ].  They solved simultaneously the 
v o r t ic i ty  transport and stream function equations using a modified
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form of Van Driest [39] eddy viscosity model. Very good agreement 
was obtained between the analytical prediction and experimental 
results.
In 1973, Na and Lu [40] used an integral approach and based 
th e ir  assumed velocity  p ro f i le  on the general power law mean 
ve loc ity  p ro f i le .  The wall shear stress correlation of Ludwieg and 
Tillman [27] was used and the varia tion  of the shape factor (and 
hence the power law exponent) was considered by u t i l iz in g  the 
entrainment equation of Von Doenhoff and Tetervin [27 ]. Good agreement 
was obtained with the experimental results of Barb in and Jones [36 ].
Wang and Tull is [41] in 1973 studied both a n a ly t ic a l ly  and 
experimentally turbulent flow development through rough pipes. Their 
analysis which was based on the logarithmic ve loc ity  p ro f i le  predicted 
that the wall shear stress and velocity  p ro f ile  becomes fu l ly  developed 
in about 15 and 50 diameters respectively. Also predictions of wall 
layer growth, core ve loc ity  and pressure c o e ffic ie n t development agree 
reasonably well with the experimental data fo r the f i r s t  12 diameters.
Measurement and prediction of turbulence k inetic  energy, Reynolds 
stress, ve loc ity  p ro files  and heat transfer were made in the flow 
development region of a pipe by Walklate e t  a l . [42] in 1976. The 
experimental results indicated an approximately l in e a r  shear stress 
variation within the wall layer s im ila r to the case fo r fu l ly  developed 
flows. Reasonable agreement was obtained between the measured and 
Predicted ve loc ity  p ro f ile s .
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Also, in 1976, Reichart and Azad [4 3 ] ,  from measurements of 
the mean velocity  p ro files  in the f i r s t  70 diameters of the pipe, 
showed a non-asymptotic development fo r  turbulent pipe flows fo r  
56000 < Re < 153000, They also found.that w ith in .the  in le t  region 
the mean velocity  along the pipe cen tre-line  "overshoots" the fu l ly  
developed value.
2.4 Closure
From the l i te ra tu re  survey presented, we may conclude that
( i )  fo r laminar annular flows no simple solution of hydrodynamic 
development is availab le . Further, no prediction of the growth 
of the wall layers ex ists .
( i i )  fo r  turbulent flows in annuli no complete study of the entry 
region using simple expressions fo r ve loc ity  p ro files  in the wall 
layers can be found.
( i i i )  fo r  developing turbulent flows in pipes and annuli, there has been
no known attempt other than using Bernoulli's  equation for the purpose 
of eliminating the pressure gradient term in the analysis.
The present study prim arily  directs i t s e l f  to the problems mentioned 
above in items ( i )  and ( i i ) .  An attempt w i l l  be made to provide some 
Preliminary information on item ( i i i )  by using a form of the macroscopic 
mechanical energy balance equation over the en tire  flow area o f a pipe.
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CHAPTER I I I
ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPING FLOWS
3.1 General
For most flow geometries, less attention has been given in the 
past to hydrodynamically developing flows than f u l ly  developed flows.
The reason is ,  fo r most part, while both problems are d i f f i c u l t  to 
handle, analysis o f  developing flows bas ically  involves two independent 
variables (R and x) compared to one in the fu l ly  developed case. This 
fundamental difference between the nature o f these two types of flow 
has created additional gross n on -lin earity  in the in e r t ia  terms in 
the ft'avier-Stokes equation fo r  the hydrodynamic developing flow analysis 
which resulted in complex analytical and numerical procedures 
being used in order to obtain solutions.
When we analyze developing flows through annuli, fu rther algebraic  
complications arise due to the asymmetrical nature o f the velocity  
distribution  unlike the cases of pipe and para lle l p la tes , l im it in g  forms 
the annular geometry.
For developing flows through annuli, most o f the analytical works 
in the l i te ra tu r e  have used the d if fe re n t ia l  approach fo r  the laminar 
case* On the other hand, i t  appears that a l l  of the few theoretical 
solutions available fo r  developing turbulent annular flows are based 
°n integral methods presumably because they are more manageable than
18
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d if fe re n t ia l  methods. The present study is based on integral methods 
of solution.
3.2 Method of Approach
3.2.1 Hydrodynamic Developing Laminar Annular Flows 
Basically , there are eight dependent variables involved in 
developing laminar annular flows. They are u^, Ug, U, 6-j, 6^* T-|W> 
t 2w * P’ As a results  a maximum number o f eight independent equations 
are needed in order to solve the problem.
As in most integral methods, an assumed ve loc ity  d is tribution  
(which w il l  be checked out in Chapter 4) w il l  be specified. Two flow 
models were investigated, a S implified Model and a General Model. 
Equations common to both models are:
the assumed velocity  d is tribution  for u-j and U2 
Newton's Law of Viscosity fo r  and
(A)Continuity Equation
an equation resulting from application of 
Macroscopic Mechanical Energy Balance
For the Simplified Model, we have:
( i )  Equations of (A)
The integral momentum equation applied to en tire  flow area.
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( i i i )  an ass umpti on o f  c o n s ta n t  r a t i o  o f  w a l l  l a y e r
th ic k n e s s  , (-6-1/  5 2 ^= C1 = ^ l ^ 5 2^fd 0
In the case of the General Model we have: •
( i )  Equations of (A)
( i i )  Momentum equation applied to inner wall layer
( i i i )  Momentum equation applied to outer wall layer.
In both models, there are eight equations present.
3 .2 .2  Hydrodynamic Entry-Reqion Turbulent Annular Flows 
As in the laminar flow s ituation , eight dependent variables 
are present and so a minimum number of eight equations is required
in order to obtain a solution. Similar to the laminar flow case,
also, two flow models were investigated, i . e . ,  a Simplified Model and 
a General Model. Common to both were:
two equations from assumed velocity d istribution ^
two equations from assumed wall shear stress variation
one equation from Conservation of mass
Bernoulli's  equation
For the Simp!ified Model we w rite:
( i )  Equations of (B)
( i i )  Momentum equation applied to entire flow cross- 
sectional area
( i i i )  One equation from assumption of constant ra t io  of 
wall layer thickness
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We have for the General Model:
( i )  Equations of (B)
( i i )  Momentum equation applied to inner wall layer
( i i i )  Momentum equation applied to outer wall layer.
There are eight equations present in both models.
3 .2 .3  Entry-Region Turbulent Pipe Flows
There ace f ive  dependent variables present in the analysis of 
entry-region turbulent pipe flows, namely, u, U, <s, t and p. At 
least f iv e  equations are therefore required in order to solve the 
Problem. These equations are obtained as follows:
( i )  One equation from assumption of l in ea r shear stress 
variation in wall layer
( i i )  One equation from the assumed eddy viscosity model
( i i i )  Continuity equation
Civ) Momentum equation applied to the wall layer
(v) An equation resulting from application of the macroscopic 
energy balance or the Bernoulli's equation.
We, therefore, have the minimum number of equations required fo r a 
solution, i . e . ,  5.
^•3 Mathematical Analysis
3.3.1 Developing Laminar Annular Flows
For fu l ly  developed laminar annular flows, we may write
p
Ufd = nvjR + an R + m^  (3 .1 )
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where m.j,m2 andm3 are functions of the annulus radius ra tio  and
hence constants for a given annulus. Equation (3 .1 ) is obtained by
integrating the Navier- Stokes equation in the axial direction for fu l ly  
developed flows. Using the following boundary conditions in 
Equation (3 .1 ) ,
Ufd = 0 at R = R-|
u.^ = 0 at R = Rg
by d irect substitution i t  may be shown that
[R2 -  R 2 - 2R 2 in (R/R,)]
(ft)f d --------------- 1---------- 55--------------- 3------ (3.2)
Crm2 -  ri 2 -  2Rm2 < V Ri> 3
or
[R2 -  R,2 -  2R 2 in  (R/R,)]
(fl)fd -  ------------S---------- «--------------- 2 -  (3.3)
[ R„2 -  r 22 -  2rh m  (Rm/R2) ]
Analogous to Equation (3 .2 ) and Equation (3 .3 ) ,  we assume the 
velocity p ro file  in the developing region is ,  by replacing RM by 
R61 and Rfi2 respectively,
2
an (R /R ,11
(3.4)
[ R ^ 2 -  R-j2 - 2 * 5 ^  an ( R5 1 / R 1 ) ]  
for the inner wall layer and
u1 [R2 -  R ^  - 2 ^  / -|) ]  
U 2 n 2 „R 2
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fo r the outer wall layer.
Equation (3 .4 ) and Equation (3 .5 ) sa tis fy  a l l  the physical 
boundary conditions, i . e . ,
U-| = u.| ( x ,  R-j) = 0 
u-j = U-, ( x ,  5 1 ) = u
3u-|
W R=R = 0
(3 .6 )
u2 = u2 (x , R2) = 0 
u2 = u2 (x , R62 ) = U
3u,
W = 0R=R,
A short-hand notation w i l l  now be used where j  = 1,2 re fe r to 
parameters associated with the inner and outer wall layer respectively. 
The assumed velocity  d is tr ibu tion  may then be w ritten  as
Uj [R2 - R.2 - 2R5 . £n (R /R .)]  
U = „ : (3 .7 )
[R6,2 - R.2 - 2R6 . Jin (R 6 ./R .) ]
O %J \J J  J
Newton's Law of Viscosity is
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x  =  U  3u. (3 .8 )
j   J_
3R
The Continuity equation can be expressed as
1 2 u 2-irRdR = AV ( 3' 9 '
R!
Writing a macroscopic mechanical energy balance between the entrance 
and some distance x from the entrance of the duct, and then d if fe re n t ­
ia ting  with respect to x yields
R 2
-AV dp = 2 y7r [ / 2 (f£) RdR]dx
R1
+ irpd [ / 2 (u3 - V3) RdR ] (3 .10)
R1
Equation (3 .7 ) to Equation (3.10) are common to both the Simplified  
and the General Model.
For the Simpl i f ie d  Model, one can w rite
( i )  Equation (3 .7 ) to Equation (3.10)
( i i )  - t ,  2irR,dx + 2-trRpdx - dpA = pd [  /  2 u2 2nRdR ]  (3.11)1 w 1 CV) C D
K1
( i i i )  61 = 6 (s ) = C-| 62 fo r a l l  x where c-, = (5 - , /52^fd (3 -H a )
S im ilarly , fo r the General Model, we can w rite
( i )  Equation (3 .7 ) to Equation (3.10)
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( i i )  -x^w 2irR^dx -  it (R^  2 -  R.|2) dp
r6
+ pd [ /   ^ u? 2ffRdR 3 
R1
V
-  pd [  /  ' in  2uRdR ]  U 
R1
(3.12)
R,
( i i i )  + t 0iw 2irR9dx -  tt(R92 -  R ^ 2 ) d p  = -  pd [ / 2 u 2 2rrRdR ] U•2w t'"  2V 
+ pd [  /  2 U 2 2irRdR ]
■R. d
R,
(3.13)
The analysis fo r the two models w il l  now be considered separately.
(a) S im p l i f ie d  Model:
Eliminating the pressure term between Equation (3.10) and 
Equation (3.11) the following expression is obtained.
V { t-jw 2irR^dx - t 2w 2irR2dx + pd [ /  2 u2 2iTRdR ] }
R.
R, kl6-1 3U-, 2 R9 3u9 2
= 2yir [ /  ( ^ - )  RdR + f  2 ( ^ )  RdR ] dx
R1 R,
3R
R,
+ upd [ / ' 2 (u3 - V3) RdR ]
R1
We define
R1
B ] '  ^ T 25i
R22
2
(3.14)
(3.15)
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I t  may be shown that
3 U i
Tlw = u W = 2y
U_
R
CB1 -  1)
R=R, 1 (1 - + Jin B-j)
3u,
x2w = y 3lT =  2  TJ
U_
R
( b2 - 1)
R=R, 2 (1 -  B2 + n^ Bg)
R2 2 /  * IT 2-rrRdR „2 r Rl 2 { 61 " 3B1 + 2 B12 " 31 + An B1 } ^pu L R—   ;----------5-----------------
D1 (1 -  B1 + Jin Bn)'1
B,
R22 { F "  " 3B2 + I  B22 ~ T ~  + Zn B2 }
B. (1 - B2 + Jin B2) ‘
R
R2 #au 2 ? ’ { C - 8! ) + 4 (8i _1) '  2*" B, }/  2 (§£) RdR = U2 [ -  ' ' 1
1 (1 -  B-j + Jin B] ) ‘
(3.16)
{ (1-B , ) + 4(B0- 1 ) - 2 Jin B0 }
(1 - Bg + Jin Bg)
R
R2 3 
f  u RdR =
1
3 o 
U R.j
T T . C -  B.1
, 3 ^2 " 2 B1 + B, Bi )*T* 11 111 —'——i ' -1— 1— - —
(1 -  B-j + Jin B-j)
O -3
3 ( |  -  Bi + + B^2 in  B-j - B] Jin2 B] )
(1 - B1 + Jin B] )'
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Using Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16) in Equation (3 .14) we obtain 
a fte r  extensive algebraic manipulation,
8(1 - a ) 2 dx = I f  dB1 + I 2 dB2 (3.17)
where 1^  and are functions of A^  , A^j A^ g defined in Appendix 
A.
From the assumption of a constant ra t io  of wall layer growth,
i - e . ,
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(3 .1 8 )
fd
i t  may be shown that
n  2  ^ V 2
dB1
H5T
2 ln  a n B, 3/2 dB9
----------------------------------  1   L
n  2v 1/2 a vB9 ; dX 
[l } ] ]  2
(3.19)
-2£n a
Fina lly  substituting Equation (3.19) in Equation (3 .1 7 ) ,  we obtain
2 1/2
^f -2£n a } “ , B, 3/2 dB„
/h . Tj 2T T72 a ( B‘ } + X2  ^ dx-  • ( 3*2°)
h n  _ j-U-- .a h  -l 2
u  -2£n a J
8 ( l - a ) 2 _ r T 
ReD. " L _ i l
The term B-j can be expressed in terms of B u s i n g  Equation (3.18) as
1
( i  - <4—>1/2) ( i  - (4—) l / i : )
U i b 1/2 - 1)
_ l _________
1 xl/2-
'B B,
(3.21)
fd
The r ig h t hand side o f Equation (3.21) is a function of radius ra t io  only 
and hence can be obtained fo r  a given annulus. Thus Equation (3.20) is 
deduced to a non-linear f i r s t  order ordinary d if fe re n t ia l  equation which 
was numerically solved using Simpson's ru le . Having obtained Bgj can 
be found from Equation (3.21) and hence we can determine the non-dimensional 
wall layer thickness 6^/D^ and ^ /D ^  ^rom Equation (3 .1 5 ) .  The boundary
condition is:
at X = 0, B^  = 1.
(b) General Model:
For s im plic ity , the pressure term in Equation (3.12) and Equation
(3.13) was eliminated using Equation (3.10) and we obtain
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2 R
- t 1w 2?tR^dx + V( \  -R-|2 ) j y  {2wtt [ /  2 ( f ^ 2 RdR ] dx
Rl.
+ irpd [ /  2 (u2 -  V2) RdR]}
= -pUd [ /   ^ u, 2irRdR] + pd [ /   ^ u ,2 2uRdR]
Ri Ri 1
■for the inner wall layer and
+t2w 27rR2dx + tt(R22-RS22) jL. {2vnr[/^2 (|j±)2 RdR] dx
R,
+ irpd [ /  2 (u2 - V2) RdR]}
R,
R R
= pUd [ /  2 u0 2?rRdR] + pd [’/  2 u02 2trRdR] 
-R* L J L  1
2 2
^01r the outer wall layer.
I t  may be shown that
%  R-,2 (1 - B ,)2
f  u-i 2irRdR = it U 5-!— [1 + 1
R, 1 B1^  D  2(1 - B1 + i.n B-j)
(3.22)
(3.23)
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/ 2 u„ 2irRdR = -tr U R22 r , ^  “ ■B2)-2 -R 4 R  I  1 + -------------------------- J
<S2 2 2(1 -  Bg + An Bg)
(3.24)
Pf5 3
f 1 9 9 D 2 -f11 »  x 3 D 2 B1 A „ D .
£ 2-irRdR = IT U ^1_ £ ] +*6 ~ 3B1 2 B1 ~ T  £n B1}
1 B1 (1 - B1 + An B.,)2
R B 3
/  * u22 2-rrRdR = - it  U2 ^  , {(T~ " 3B2 *  I  B22 T ~  *  *n B2}j
R62 B2 (1 - B2 + An B2) 2
Substituting Equation (3.24) in Equation (3.22) and Equation (3.23) using 
Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16), we get after extensive mathematical 
calculations (see Appendix A),
F1 d* W  + F2 d(<s2/Ph) = F3
dX dX
(3.25a)
F4 d* W  + F5 d(g2/Ph) = Fg 
dX dX
where , F2, . . . , F g are functions of B^  and B2 (and hence 6^/Dh and 
<S2/rph^  and are defined in Appendix A.
Also, an equation for the pressure can be obtained by using 
Equation (3.10). This equation may be written in the form
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(3.25b)
where F^, Fg and Fg are s im ila r  to F^, F2 , . . ,F g ,  functions of 
and and are defined in Appendix A.
Equations (3.25a) and (3.25b) form a system of non-linear 
f i r s t  order ordinary d if fe re n t ia l  equations which was solved using 
the f i f t h  order Runge-Kutta integration routine. I t  is worth 
mentioning that Equation (3.25a) may be solved independent of 
Equation (3 .25b). The boundary conditions are:
Most o f the few analytical solutions to developing turbulent 
annular flows presently available have used one basic assumption, i . e . ,
non-dimensionalized with respect to the wall shear stress could be 
obtained. The lin e a r shear stress variation w il l  now be checked. 
For fu l ly  developed flows, w riting  a force balance between
at X = 0, /D h = 0 ,  «$2 /D h = 0 ,  P = 0 .
3 .3 .2  Entry-Region Turbulent Annular Flows
the shear stress variation in  the wall layers is l in e a r .  Coupled with 
this and an appropriate eddy viscosity model, ve locity  pro files
R * R  ^ and R = R and R = R2 respectively, we have 
dDw ( q  ^ _ d _  t  ^-n-Dgdx
dP7r (R -  Rm ) = To 2irRdx
(3.26)
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From Equation (3 .26),
R0 (R2 -  R 2) R„ R 2
2 " t 2w J -   p = 2w -----T ~ 2  (R '  TT" } ’ (3 ’ 27)
R (R22 -  rm2) 2w ( r22- rm2) r
S im ila r ly ,  w rit in g  a force balance for the inner wall
layer between R = R  ^ and R = R and R = R.| respectively , we obtain
dp* (RmZ -  r/ )  = Tlw 27,R1dx 1
I  (3.28)
dp* (Rh2 -  R2) = Tl 2*Rdx J .
From Equation (3 .2 8 ) ,
T, ■ Tlw J l  ^  ~ -R-2> = ^   ( J l  .  R ) (3 .29)
<RM -  R! ) ( RH -  R1 >
I t  can be seen from Equation (3.27) and Equation (3 .29) that fo r
fu l ly  developed flows, while the assumption of l in e a r  shear stress 
variation in the outer wall layer may be acceptable (corresponds to 
large values o f R ), i t  is not reasonable in the case fo r the inner 
wall layer (corresponds to sraall values of R ). I t  is  unlikely that 
a linear shear stress d is tribution  would ex is t in the developing region (a t  
least the entry-region) i f  such a d is tr ibu tion  is not present in the 
fu l ly  developed case. This observation may be the reason fo r the 
discrepancy between the experimental results of Okiishi and Serovy [ 1 ]
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and the analytical study of Wilson and Medwell [241 near the inner wall
region.
In the present study, the veloc ity  d is tr ibu tion  is assumed 
to be represented by a general power-law mean ve loc ity  p ro f i le ,  that  
i s ,
u, y .  1 /n •
U1  = ( ^  ) 3 (3.30)
j
where, as in the laminar flow s itu a tio n , j  = 1,2 corresponds to 
quantities associated with the inner and o u t e r  w a l l  l a y e r s  r e s p e c t i v e l y  
The radial coordinate y .  is measured from the wall and n. takes
J J
d if fe re n t  values fo r the inner and outer wall layer. The velocities  
are time-averaged quantit ies .
For the present turbulent wall layer flow with a pressure 
gradient, the shear stress a t  the wall w i l l  be approximated by the 
empirical correlation of Ludwieg and Tillman [2 7 ] .  We may, thus, 
w rite  fo r  the inner and outer walls
t , u  -0.678 H. US, -0 .268
- ^ = 0 . 1 2 3 * 1 0  J (—f1 ) • (3.31)
PU v
The Continuity equation is  
Rn
/  u 2irRdR = AV • (3.32)
R1
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Bernoulli 's  equation applied to the central potential core 
region may be w ritten  as
dp = -  pUdU • (3.33)
Equations (3.30) to (3 .33) are common to both flow models analyzed.
Eor the Sim plified Model we can w rite
( i )  Equation (3 .30) to Equation (3.33)
( i i )  - t . jw 2iTR.|dx -T 2W 2irR2dx -  dpA =p d [ /   ^ u  ^ 2-rrRdR ] (3.34)
R1
( i i i )  <§1 = 6-|(62) = c262 fo r  x whGre c 2 = ^5l /,62^fd (3.34a)
and for the General Model
( i )  Equation (3.30) to Equation (3.33) R
( i i )  - t -]w 27rR-|dx - Tr(R^   ^ -  R-j )^ dp = - pd [ /   ^ u.j 2irR] U
R 1 Rl
o
+ pd [ /  U-, 2-rrRdR] (3.35)
Ri £
( i i i )  ~^2yi “ tt( ” R6 ^  dp = -  pd1 [ /   ^ U2 2-rrRdR] U
2
p
+ pd  ^ 2iTRdR] (3.36)
Rfi 2
At this point the analysis fo r both models w il l  be discussed separately.
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Ca) Sim plified Model:
Using Equation (3.31) and Equation (3.33) in Equation (3.34) 
we get,
-0.123 *  10
-0.678H, US * *  -0.268
1 (— ■— ) pU 2ttR-| dx
-0.123 *  10
■0.678H« US * *  -0.268 ?
6 (— — ) pU^  27rR2dx
v
+ pUdUA = pd [ /  2 u2 2'rrRdR]
R1
(3.37)
We define
R1S =  -
1 R<s 51
RpS„ = —2 R,
(3.38)
H  may be shown that
R2 ,  R 2 2 (1 -  S .)  (1 - S ,)
n U 2'rrRdR = 2tt  tt U —5j-------------- £ 1 -  — 5
Ri s 7  <§- + 1) ( f - + 2 >
1 nl nl
? R?2 R12 
+ irU ( — 5 —  — 5 - )
S2 Sf
Ro2 O (s 9 - 1) (1 - S j
+ 2ir - K  U2 - J   [ 1 - - 5 ------------- ] . (3.39)
S2 % +1> % +2>
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Substituting Equation (3.39) in Equation (3.37) using Equation (3.30) 
and Equation (3.38) we obtain a fte r  extensive calculations.
T-j dS-j + T2dS2 = T3dX (3.40)
where T-j , T2 and are functions of Eg, E-j ,..Eg defined in Appendix 
A.
From the simple assumption of constant ra tio  of wall layer growth,
i .e.
fd
(3.41)
i t  can be shown that
[ a(l-S-j) - ^ 2
dS1 =
[ aS2 + c2 (S2- l )  ]
(3.42)
The term can be expressed in terms of S2 using Equation (3.41) as
( S j - a )
( 1 - f  ) 
2
( i  a )
b 1
( 1 -  §“  ) 
2
(3.43)
fd
The right hand side of Equation (3.43) is a function of radius ra tio  
0nly and thus can be determined for a given annul us.
Using Equation (3.42) in Equation (3.40) yields:
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[ a (1 -S , ) - c- S, ]  1 dS„
dX = { T1 ---------------!---------£-----!----- + T2 } —  L . (3.44)
( aSg + c £ (S g - l ) ]  T3
F in a lly , combining Equation (3 .43) with Equation (3.44) results in a 
F irs t  order non-linear ordinary d if fe re n t ia l  equation which is solved 
numerically using Simpson's ru le . From the values obtained for Sg 
Und X) ,S.j can be determined from Equation (3.43) and and
can obtained from Equation (3 .3 8 ).  The boundary condition
is:
at X = 0, S2 = 1.
(b) General Model:
Introducing Equation (3.31) and Equation (3 .33) in Equation 
(3.35) and Equation (3.36) produces
-0.678H, US-.** -0.268 0
-0.123 *  10 1 (— '— ) pU 27rR] dx
v
R6.
+ "CR* 2 -  R-,2 ) pUdU = - pd [ /  1 u, 2irRdR] U
1 1 R,1
1 9
+ pd [ /  u /  2uRdR] (3.45)
Ri
and
- 0 . 678Hp US * *  -0.268 9
-0.123 *  10 (— — ) pU 2irR9dxv c
+ *(R 2 - R. 2 ) pUdU = - pd [ /  2 u9 2TrRdR] U
2. R,
2.
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+ pd [ /  2  U 2  2rrRdR]
Rs2
fo r the inner and outer wall layer respectively. I t  can be 
shown that
R«1 R 2 (1-S .)  (1 -S .)
f  U-, 2'n'RdR = 2ttU — 5 - —  ^  [  1 -  —1  J
Ri 1 <H7+ 2 )
Rp Rp2 ( S p - 1 )  ( 1 - S 2 )
f  *  u0 2v RdR = 2ttU - 4 t    [  1 -  - j — —  1
%  2 S22 % + 1 > % + 2 )
R«1 ,  R 2 (1 -S ,)  (1-S ,)
/  u /  2-rrRdR = 2ttU - V  - 75— —  [ 1 -  - 5 — —  ]
R1 1 s l 2 4 - 1 ) 4  + 2 )
Rp p Rp2 ( S o - 1 )  ( 1 - S p )
f  c u /  2irRdR = 2ttU - 4 -  - 4   [ 1 -  — —
S  ~2 " "  h ‘  % + 1 )  ” ^ + 2 )
Employing Equation (3 .47) in Equation (3.45) and Equation 
(3.46) y ie lds ( see Appendix A),
G1 d <V V  + G2 d(62/Dh} = G3
dX dX
G4 d( 6i/°h^ + G5 d( 52^Dh^  = G6
dX dX
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where , G2 ,.. ,G g  are functions, of and S2 (and hence 5-j/D^ and
52 /Dh) defined in Appendix A.
An equation re lating , the pressure may be obtained from
Equation (3.33) (B ernou lli 's  equation).
P « - 1) . (3 .49)
r
The p a ir  of f i r s t  order non-linear ordinary d if fe re n t ia l  
equations represented by Equation (3.48) was solved numerically 
using a f i f th -o rd e r  Runge-Kutta integration routine. The boundary 
conditions are:
at X = 0, 5l ^ Dh = °» 6 2 /D h = ° *
3 .3 .3  Entry-Region Turbulent Pipe Flows
We may w rite  the shear stress d is tr ibu tion  in the wall layer
as
T = P(v+e) 0  ( 3 ‘ 50)
D e f in in g  dim ension 1ess q u a n t i t i e s ,
y + = y u *  ’» u+ = (3.51)
' v u
where u*  = (T / p ) 0 * 5
w H
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E quatio n  ( 3 . 5 0 )  becomes:
t  = pv (1 ' + £)u. 2 du* 
v v dy
t = (T + § )d u *  * ( 3 -52)
V dy *
The experimental results o f  Walklate e t  a l . [42] indicate  
an approximately l in e a r  shear stress varia tion  in the wall layer.
Using th is l in e a r  shear stress assumption and combining with Equation 
(3 .5 2 ) ,  we obtain
(1 - X )  .  (1 ♦ £ )  ^  . (3 .53)
Consequently, in order to obtain the ve loc ity  d is tribution  a 
suitable eddy viscosity model has to be selected. This approach is  
to some extent d if fe re n t  from the annular flow cases studied in this  
dissertation as a ve loc ity  p ro f i le  is not i n i t i a l l y  specified.
The continuity equation is
R0f  uu 2irRdR = AV • (3.54)
0
^>e momentum equation applied to the wall layer may be written as
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5(2R0-6) dp + 2RQrwdx = 2pUd c /u ( R 0-y) dy]
-  2pd [ /  u2(RQ-y) dy] . (3.55)
All previous analytical solutions have used the Bernoulli's  eauation 
(in  the core region) to eliminate the pressure term in the 
momentum equation (Equation 3 .55 ).
A d if fe re n t  approach was used to elim inate the pressure term in 
Equation (3 .5 5 ) .  The macroscopic energy balance was used and may 
be w ritten  in the form
R R
dp §— = -  \  pd [ /  0 u3 RdR] -  dx /  0 t  dR . (3.56)
0 0 8K
Combining Equation (3 .5 3 ) ,  Equation (3 .55) and Equation (3.56),
5 <2R0 - * >  r  [  -  r  pd' { £ R°  u3 RdR > -  dx / °  ( l - | ) a l  T w ^  d R ]
+ 2R0TW dx = 2oUd  ^ !n U (RCfy) dy -1
-  2pd [ /  u (Rn-y) dy ]  (3.57)
0 u
Non-dimensionalizing a l l  ve loc ities  and a l l  radial distances 
with  the shear ve loc ity , u* (= ( t /p )® ’ ^ ) ,  the continuity and momentum 
eRuation can be w r it te n , a f te r  numerous algebraic calculations (see
Appendix A ), as
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o +
/  (1 -  U+ dy+ = -  Be
R0
-  u + ■ « Rq+E5 ^  ■ 2RZT  ^ 2~  ^0
and
2R0+2d (J) [ 2  5+Re (2 -  | - + )  { /  (1 ( 1 -  y t )  du+ d + + 1
(5*1™ *|»
= u + R0+ d [ /  u+ (1 -£ -+) dy+ ]  -  d [R + /  u+2( l - £ -  )dy+ ]
U 0 0 0 0 V
1 6' +2 r +3
Ri- - f l - + ) d [  R0 { U .  (a+ ( l
0 +3 / 1 y+ \ . + 1 n
+ /  u (1 -T C J  d y  }  ]
6+ 0
2R0+
R0+ 
) - 4 - )
Equation (3 .58 ) cannot be solved as ye t un til an eddy viscosity  
distribution  is specified. Two models were tested:
(1) Van Driest wall model:
0 J 6 ^  [  , _ exp ( g t ) ] 2   ^ (3*59)
Using Equation (3.59) in Equation (3 .5 3 ) ,  i t  can be shown that
+ -1 + /  {1 + 0 .64y+2 [1 -  exp (§£+) ] 2 0  -
^ r  = ---------------------------------------------------    (3.60)
0 . 32y+2 [1 -  exp ( f g * ) ] 2
]
(3.58)
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(2) Reichardt Model:
e K + 2 v+ s+ 27 -  g « + [1 -  (— H  ] [1  + 2 . 5 ( ^ - 4 - )  ]  (3 .6 1 )
6 6
*  [1 -  exp { -  >]
Qiving ,
. (1 - )al
du+ .  _______________  5_________________________  (3.62)
dy+ “ 7 y+-6 + 2 I + „+ 2 +
n  + 1 «  +[ 1 - ( ^ - )  3C1+ 2 .5 (^ -4 —) ] [ l - e x p - ( 4 ) ] }
The boundary condition, on Equation (3.60) and Equation (3.62)
is:
a t y+ = 0, u+ = 0 .
Equations (3.60) and Equation (3.62) were solved by the f i f t h -  
order Runge-Kutta integration technique to obtain u+ and y+ for a given 
and these values were then substituted in Equation (3 .5 8 ).
Using integration methods RQ+ and X were obtained. This technique 
was repeated for d if fe re n t values o f <5+ .
F in a lly ,  to account fo r the non-linear shear stress variation  
ln the wall layer and the fa c t  that the shear stress should blend in 
smoothly to zero value in the potential core region, a novel technique 
was adopted. Writing
( 3 - 63>w 6
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and d if fe re n t ia t in g  Equation (3.63) with respect to y , we obtain 
noting th at a^  is a constant value
J - . , ,  ( 1 - X ) 3! ’ 1 ( . 1 )  • 0 . 6 4 )dy xw 1 6 <5
I t  can be seen from Equation (3 .64) that fo r  a.| greater than 
unity,
and hence the shear stress wouTd merge smoothly to zero value a t  the 
edge of the wall layer.
Also, choosing values o f a-j close to unity, the shear 
pro file  can be made approximately l in e a r  (to  be consistent with 
experimental d a ta ) .
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DISCUSSION
 ^ Discussion of Assumptions
4.1.1 Velocity P ro file
For hydrodynamically developing annular flows, velocity pro files  
we^e assumed. In both the laminar and turbulent cases, the assumed 
velocity d is tribution  was based on fu l ly  developed flows, information 
° f  which is well established. Unlike previous approaches, this method 
sim plified mathematical analysis and resulting numerical work for  
these problems considerably. Using the assumed velocity p ro f i le ,  
GxPressions obtained fo r  momentum and continuity in terms of 6-j, 6  ^
ar|d U can be integrated without resorting to any numerical procedure.
In the laminar flow problem, the ve loc ity  d is tribution  satis fied  
a^l the physical boundary conditions:
Ci) requirement o f no-slip at a wall
( i i )  a tta in ing  core ve loc ity  at edge of a wall layer
( i i i )  existence of fr ic t io n le s s  flow in potential core region.
I n  hE d it io n ,  the p ro file  converges to the fu l ly  developed p ro f ile  a t the 
ln i t i a l  meeting point of the inner and outer wall layers, thereafter  
''Gaining invariant in shape.
For the developing turbulent annular case, the assumed velocity  
s tr ibution did not sa tis fy  a l l  the physical boundary conditions as
45
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i t  had imposed upon i t ,  some basic lim itations associated with the use of 
power-law mean velocity p ro files , i . e . ,
Ci) wall shear stress cannot be obtained from velocity p ro file
Cii) velocity distribution does not b lend  in smoothly w ith  the
core velocity
( . i i i )  agreement with experimental data near the walls is not too 
good.
Despite these res tr ic tions , however, predictions o f mean velocity profiles  
and pressure variation for turbulent entry-region pipe flow were reason- 
4hle (Na and Lu [40] , Bowlus and Brighton [37] ) .  The present study 
attempts to extend the use of power law distributions to annular flows.
I t  is worth mentioning that most previous analytical studies in 
developing turbulent annular flows have used ind irect means of obtaining 
the velocity d is tribution. For example, from an assumed eddy viscosity 
model and a lin ear shear stress variation in the wall layer assumption, 
the velocity p ro file  may be obtained. In a l l  of these cases, the 
^ s u it in g  expression fo r velocity is rather long and mathematically
inconvenient to handle.
For entrance region flows, the power law exponents are dependent on 
sxial distance and Reynolds number and for the annul us, they also depend 
on radius ra t io  and radius of inner pipe as found by Paranjpe [2 ] .  In 
i-he case of pipes, the exponents vary between 1/7 and 1/8 in the entry 
re9ion CNa and Lu [40] ) .  As this variation is not appreciable, the 
exponent may be approximated to be a constant value of 1/7. Consequently,
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the exponents for annular flows were taken constant and equal to the
values for fu l ly  developed flow.
Figure 4.1 shows the variation of log u+ vs log y for d iffe ren t
radius ratios and annul us Reyno 1 ds numbers fo r the expen 
Investigations of Brighton and Jones Q44].. *ehme C « ]  and Lee and Park 
[28], I t  can be seen that the relationship in a ll  these cases is l in ea r
for most of the range, (except near the inner and outer walls) thereby
j? a nnwer law mean velocity d is tribution, 
justify ing to some extent the use o P . ..
«v. law lyplocitv distribution in the
In fact, i t  is unlikely to expect a pow
h a  distribution is not present in the fu l ly  eve ope entry-region flow i f  such a distriouc
A non-dimensional velocity p ro file  for developing pipe flow 
was obtained using-an eddy viscosity model and a linear shear ' 
stress distribution assumption in the wall layer (discussed 
section 4 .2 .3 ) .
4 .1 .2 Wall Laver Growth #
l 4-1, +ho laminar and turbulent developing For the Simplified Models in both the la
annular flow problems, in order to obtain (the minimum number of) eight 
equations, an additional relationship had to be used. For mathematical 
convenience, this relationship was obtained by assuming
wan layer thicknesses is constant for a ll  axial positions along the duct,
( V * 2 > x  * F° r  “ h PiP"  a"d Para/l l e lP la t e S ’
the constant ra tio  assumption is valid since / 52 0 1 2
respectively for a l l  axial locations. Consequently, this
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carried over to the annul us where 0 < a < 1. In addition, while i t
appears that this assumption has not been used before in laminar flow
theory, for turbulent annular flows Lee and Park [28] assumed a 
constant ratio  of wall layer growth in order to simplify the ir resulting  
numerical work.
4 .1 .3 Shear Stress Variation
Unlike laminar flows, the wall shear stress in turbulent flows 
'-annot be determined from an assumed velocity d istribution. For developing 
turbulent annular flows, the semi-empirical correlation of Ludwieg and 
Allman [27], valid for turbulent wall layer flow with a pressure 
9radient, was adopted for the wall shear stress. Okiishi and Bathie [26] 
Used this wall shear stress model in predicting in le t  turbulent flow 
development characteristics. The e ffect of transverse curvature on the
Ludwieg and Tillman [27] fr ic t io n  formula was neglected.
A linear shear stress d istribution in the wall layer for developing 
turbulent pipe flow was assumed on the basis of the experimental (and 
analy t ic a l)  study of Walklate, Heikal and Hatton [42] who measured and 
Predicted turbulence properties and heat transfer characteristics in the 
er|trance region of a pipe. A modification to the linear shear stress 
stribution was made to account for the fact that the shear stress p ro file  
fr°uld blend in smoothly to zero value (in the potential core region).
4*1-4 Radius of Maximum Velocity
i
While in laminar annular fu l ly  developed flows an exact expression 
for rhes *.ne radius of maximum velocity location could be derived, in turbulent
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annular fu l ly  developed flows this is not the case. Consequently, 
many researchers have proposed correlations for the radius of maximum 
velocity position for turbulent annular flows.
Kays and Leung [46l_ proposed the following empirical expression:
M
0.343 
[a + a ]
R, 0.343 
[1 + a ]
(4.1)
Rothfus et a l . [47] employed the following correlation:
RM _ 1 0,2 n  X .
FLT’  2 “  (1 “  a )  a
(4.2)
Clump and Kwasnoski [48] used standard polynomial curve-fitting  
techniques to the data of Brighton and Jones [44] and obtained
for
for
R
r:
'M ( 1-a )
2= a + [1.08 a3 - 2.2 a2 + 1.65 a + 0.48]
0.0625 <_ a <^ 1 and 
r m
#  = [1 + 18.1 (1 -a )]  a 
2
0 < a < 0.0625
> (4.3)
Coshi and Gill [49] obtained an approximate relationship for  
Qiven by
_ r  a  ( 1 +  a )  ,  1 / 3  
R_ *- o J (4.4)
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A lso , many researchers have assumed o r found exp erim en ta lly  th a t  
can be approximated by i t s  lam inar value ( fo r  example, Rothfus e t  
a l - C5 0 ] ) ,  i . e . ,
f i  1/2
^2 -2&n a
J l =  [ i l l S L l ]  ' . ( 4 . 5 )
Equation ( 4 . 1 )  to Equation ( 4 . 5 )  were each used to determine 
The w a ll layers  were assumed to  meet when Rg = R^  = ( i . e . ,
at  The end o f  the e n tr y - re g io n ) . (Th is in form ation  was needed in  o rder  
To term inate the numerical c a lc u la tio n s  fo r  the S im p lif ie d  Model in  the 
Case °T  The tu rb u le n t annular flow  a n a ly s is .)  I t  was found th a t  there  
Was no s ig n if ic a n t  d iffe re n c e  in  the re s u lts  using any one o f  the above 
N a t io n s  fo r  the RM va lu e . For convenience^ only re s u lts  using Equation  
(4*5)  i s presen^ed fo r  e n try -re g io n  tu rb u le n t annular flows using the  
A m p lif ie d  Model.
 ^ d is cussion o f  Results
^•2.1 Developing Laminar Annular Flows 
V e lo c ity  P ro f ile s
Velocity profiles at non-dimensional radial distances <j> = 0.1 to
0.9 re Presented in  Figure 4 .2  to Figure 4 . 14.  Results obtained from 
im p lif ie d  Model and General Model ana lys is  are compared w ith  those 
T Sparrow and L i n [ 4 ]  and wherever possib le  Chang and Atabek [ 9 ] .
S^eement between the fin d in g s  o f Sparrow and Lin [4 ]  and the present study 
a t a l l  ra d ia l lo ca tio n s  is  q u ite  good, the maximum d iffe re n c e  occuring
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near the entrance being approxim ately 3 p ercen t. I t  is  worth 
mentioning th a t  Sparrow and L in  [4 ] ,  used the method o f s trec  e 
coordinates to solve the  developing annular flow  problem
nd Atabek r? L a S ree wel1 w The results of Chang and Atabek L J-
and Lin [4 ]  some d istance downstream 
present study and Sparrow ^
the entrance. T h e ir  re s u lts  in  the immediate
P l a n e ,  h o w e v e r ,  a p p e a r  t o  b e  q u e s t i o n a b  F i r s t l y
a ™.v be seen from the fig u re s  p lo tte d . F i r s t ly ,
Two general trends may be r i Qce to
.  , e f o r  v a l u e s  o f  <!> c l o s e  to
a t positions near the bounding sur > d istance
,4+h -increasing downstream d is tan ce , 
un ity  and ze ro , the flow  decelerates w ith  m ere
x  . » n  f r i c t i o n .  S e c o n d l y ,  a t
This is  due to  r e t a r d a t in g  e f f e c t s  o
i i c  th e  flow  a c c e le ra te s  w ith  down- 
r a d ia l  p o s it io n s  away from the  wa , r e s u l t in g
tP fo r  the d e f ic i t  in  mass flow  re s u lt in g
stream distance to compensate
from the aforem entioned re ta rd a tio n  near the
From an inspection  o f  the v e lo c ity  p r o f i le  p lo ts , i t  can Is  b 
seen th a t as the rad ius r a t io  increases , the flow  tends more a more
• „ the curve o f  ♦ ■ 0 .1  and ° - 9 ‘  ° - 2
the symmetrical s itu a t io n , i .  • •  ^  ^
and 0 . 8 ,  e t c . )  f a l l  approxim ately upon eac
+1,0 rad iu s  r a t i o  decreases.
expectedly, separate out as the
, - n o B  o . l ) ,  agreement between the
F o r  s m a l l  r a d i u s  r a t i o s  (“
a t  a l l  but small non- 
S i m p l i f i e d  a n d  G e n e r a l  M o d e l s  i s  e n c o u r a  , D D e a r s
. _ .  , o .2 ) . The discrepancy appears
dimensional radial distances ’
to b e g i n  a t  a s m a l l  d i s t a n c e  d o w n s t r e a m  f r o m  t h e  e n t r a n c e ,  
m a x i m u m  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  t w o  m o d e l  p r e d i c t i o n s  i s  a p p r o x i
• on o, the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohMed without permission. 
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10 percent. For larger annulus radius ra t io s , however, both models 
are in closer agreement. This resu lt indicates that as the configuration 
tends to a p ara lle l plate s itu a tio n , the constant ra t io  o f wall layer 
thickness assumption becomes more v a lid . This is consistent with flows 
through para lle l plates in which = 1 to r a l l  axial locations.
The only d irec t comparison to date of analytical and experimental 
results fo r developing laminar annular flows to the author's knowledge 
is shown in Figure 4.15. The experimental values are those of A s t i l l  [5 ] .  
Overall agreement with both Models is quite good. The discrepancy near 
the inner wall (very small values of (J>) may be due, to some extent, to 
d it f ic u l t ie s  associated with low ve loc ity  measurements as noted by 
A s til l  [5 ] ,  The radius ra t io  was 0.732 at X = 0.2 x 10~^.
(b) Wall Layer Growth
The predicted wall layer thickness growth in developing laminar 
annular flows is shown in Figure 4.16 to Figure 4.19. To the best of 
the author's knowledge, th is  is the f i r s t  attempt at predicting wall 
layer thickness growth in laminar developing annular flows. The results  
° f  the outer wall layer fo r both models agree within 5 percent fo r the 
tour radius ratios investigated.
For the inner wall layer , however, there exists a s ig n if ica n t  
difference in the nature o f the wall layer development between the two 
Models. While a smooth uniform growth is predicted by the S im plified  
Model , the General Model results indicate that the inner wall layer
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thickness grows, o v e rs h o o ts , and then decreases to the f u l l y  
developed value within the developing region. Also, i t  was found 
that the axial position of the maximum inner wall layer thickness 
location sh ifts  away from the in le t  plane with increase in radius ra tio  
Csee Table 4 .1 ) .
a X a t ^ I m a x X at t . - t . •1 lmin
0.05 0.0094 0.0055
0.10 0.0096 0.0067
0.50 0.0100 0.0095
0.75 0.0126 0.0112
Table 4.1 Axial Position a t and t , = t ,  .1 imax 1 itrnn
The following may serve as a possible explanation fo r the inner 
wall layer thickness overshoot. Near the entrance where the f lu id  
Particles f i r s t  meet the w a ll,  viscous f r ic t io n  rapidly decelerates the 
flow to zero velocity a t the w a ll.  Wall layers are formed on each of  
the bounding surfaces along the duct, that on the outer wall developing 
faster than that on the inner w all. Also, the wall surface area exposed 
to the f lu id  is larger for the outer wall than fo r the inner w a ll. The 
outer wall layer, therefore, entrains more f lu id  than the inner wall 
layer. Consequently, the acceleration of the core flow is more strongly 
influenced by the wall layer on the outer wall than that on the inner 
wall.
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The acceleration in the core resulting from the retardation at  
the outer wall may, indeed, act to speed up the flow in the inner 
wall layer adjacent to the core. This interaction produces complex
velocity variations as can be seen by the curve fo r = 0.1 in the
velocity p ro file  plots. These velocity variations cause the inner 
wall shear stress to 'undershoot' i ts  fu l ly  developed value within  
the developing region. In fa c t ,  i t  was found that the minimum point 
on the 4> = 0.1 curve and the minimum inner wall shear stress value 
(given in Table 4.1) is a t the same axial location. As a consequence 
of the 'undershoot' o f the inner wall shear stress and in order to
satis fy  the continuity equation, an overshoot o f inner wall layer
thickness is formed.
I t  is worth re ite ra tin g  that the predicted velocity p ro file  
curves agree very well with those of Sparrow and Lin [4 ] .  Consequently, 
i t  would be reasonable to expect that the model of Sparrow and L in [4] 
would have predicted the aforementioned undershoot of the inner wall 
shear stress.
The presence of ir re g u la r it ie s  in hydrodynamically developing flows 
has been re p o r te d  in  the l i t e r a t u r e .  Wang and Longwell [ 5 1 ]  in  
th e ir  numerical solution for para lle l plates were the f i r s t  to report 
that the velocity profiles have a local minimum at the centre l in e  and 
symmetrically located maxima on e ither side o f the centre line  near the 
walls. Also, Friedman et a l . [521 showed for the c ircu la r tube that the above 
velocity ir re g u la r it ie s  mentioned by Wang and Longwell [51], were
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s ign if ican t only for the case of exactly uniform entrance velocity  
p ro file  (employed in the present study). Further, Burke and Berman 
[53] demonstrated fo r the pipe case that the velocity ir re g u la r it ie s  were 
not a mathematical oddity as they observed velocity  ir re g u la r it ie s  in 
th e ir  experimental data.
F in a lly ,  the wall layer thickness plots computed from the results of 
Campbell and S la ttery  [54] and Gupta [55] for the pipe (a=0) and para lle l  
plates (a = l) respectively are shown in Figure 4.16 to Figure 4.19 for  
comparison purposes.
(c) Core Velocity Variation
The predicted core velocity development is presented in Figure 4.20 
to Figure 4.23 for the four radius ratios studied. Also shown are the 
results of Shah and Farm’ a [16] and wherever possible Heaton e t a l . [11 ].
The Simplified Model seems to underpredict, to some extent, the core 
v e lo c ity .d is tr ib u tio n . The results of the General Model, however, agree 
very well (within 2 percent) with those of Shah and Farnia [16] and Heaton 
et a l . [11 ]. In addition, the General Model results agree best with the 
results of the f in i t e  difference solution of Shah and Farnia [16 ].
The in i t i a l  development proposed by Heaton e t a l .  [11] is steeper 
that that predicted by both the General Model and Shah and Farnia [16].
(d) Incremental Pressure Drop Number Variation
Wherever possible the findings of Sparrow and Lin [4] are compared 
with those of the Simplified and General Models for the incremental 
Pressure drop number variation in the axial direction shown in Figure
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4.24 to Figure 4.27. I t  can be seen that the agreement between the 
Simplified and General Models improves as the radius ra tio  decreases. 
The overall agreement between the three curves plotted is good.
(e) - fapp Variation
Shah [56] proposed the following correlation fo r predicting f
ar r
Re factors in the hydrodynamic entry region of c ircu la r  (including  
the annul us) and non-circular ducts
Re = 3^44 „ .[.(fRe) + k H /M X ) . , , -  . 3 . . 4 4 / ^ 1  (4 6)
app xu.b 1 + c x-d.
where k(°°) and f  Re are fo r hydrodynarnically fu l ly  developed flow and 
C is a constant depending on the duct geometry (see Table 4 .2 ) .  As 
mentioned by Shah [56 ], the predicted f  Re factors obtained from^rr
Equation (4 .6 ) agree within +2.4% with the most accurate values in
the l i te ra tu re  for the above-mentioned geometries. To the author's
knowledge, Equation (4 .6 ) is the only correlation currently available
which may be applied in the en tire  developing region of an annulus
(in order to obtain f  Re fac tors ). Also, Shah and London [371app
reported that the results of Sparrow and Lin [4] and Coney and El- 
Shaarawi [18] are approximately 2% lower and 2-4% higher respectively  
than those of Shah and Farnia [1 6 ]whose resu lts , in turn, agree with 
the f  Re factors o f Equation (4 .6 ) within an rms error of 2 percent.
rr
Consequently, the present results for f  Re are compared with those®rr
obtained from Equation (4 .6 ) alone. Points obtained for f ^ p  Re from
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Equation (.4.6) and th is  investigation fo r both models are plotted  
in Figure 4.28 to Figure 4.31 from which i t  may be seen that the 
three results are almost id e n tic a l.
a C x 106
0.05 50
0 . 1 0 43
0.50 32
0.75 30
Table 4.2 C Values fo r D iffe ren t Radius-Ratio 
Annuli Extracted from Shah [56].
( f )  Comparison with Experimental Results with Suction 
Figure 4.32 shows the experimental values of 
Asti 11 [5 ]  in ‘which suction was applied at the inner wall compared 
with the predicted ve loc ity  p ro f i le  plots (without suction) a t various 
X values fo r a = 0.732. The measurement of As t i l l  [5]__ indicated that  
the e ffe c t  o f suction at the inner wall is to decrease the inner wall 
layer thickness. This trend may be seen from the figures p lotted.
4 .2 .2  Entry-region Turbulent Annular Flows
(a) Velocity Profiles
In Section 4 .1 .1 ,  i t  was shown from the experimental investigations 
° f  Brighton and Jones [4 4 ] ,  Rehme [45] and Lee and Park [28] that the 
velocity d is tribution  in fu l ly  developed turbulent annular flows may be 
Reasonably represented by a general power- 1  aw mean ve loc ity  p ro f i le .
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This in i t i a l  check on the assumed velocity profiles was useful in that 
i t  served to indicate the possible existence of a power-law mean velocity  
p ro file  in the entry-region.
Figure 4.33 shows the variation of in (u/U) with in ( y / 6 ) fo r  
a = 0.344 (Re = 78800) and a = 0.531 (Re = 142000) derived from the 
experimental results o f Okiishi and Serovy [1 ] .  For each of the two 
radius ra tio s , a mean line  was drawn to f i t  the experimental data points 
through the velocity data at the la s t  measuring station (o f Okiishi and 
Serovy [ 1 ] ) ,  i . e . ,  a t X = 25 and X= 34.9 respectively. Values of the 
wall layer thickness and core velocity were estimated from the mean 
velocity p ro file  curve and values o f u/U and y / 6  were consequently obtained. 
The results were then plotted on a in - in  scale (shown in Figure 4 .33 ).
I t  may be seen from Figure 4.33 that a power-1 aiw p ro file  reasonably 
represents the velocity distribution as the 1 /n-j and l/ng values are 
approximately constant. I t  is estimated the uncertainty in the values 
of 1/n-j and l/ng to be within 10 percent. Table 4.3 shows the resulting  
exponent values (which were subsequently used as input data in the numerical 
study).
The velocity p ro file  plots are presented in Figure 4.34 to Figure 
4.36. Also shown are the results of Wilson and Medwell [24] for the 
same radius ratios (and Reynolds number). While the three predictions agree 
well with each other, one unexpected conclusion may be drawn from the 
curves, that is ,  the Simplified Model a lso  appears to agree b e t t e r  than  
o thers  in  the in n e r  w a ll  l a y e r .  Th is  may be seen in F ig u re  4 .3 4  
and Fi gure 4 .3 5 .
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a Re l / n 1 l / n 2
0.344 78800 0.117 0.177
0.531 142000 0 . 1 2 1 0.128
Table 4.3 Experimental Power-Law Exponents Obtained 
from the Data of Okiishi and Serovy [1 ] .
a Re 1 /n-j l /n 2
0 . 1 0 1 2 92800 0.049 0.174
ii 157000 0.049 0.145
0.0239 315000 0.049 0.145
ii 531000 0.049 0.133
0.1003 320000 0.089 0.148
ii 451000 0.066 0.139
Table 4.4 Experimental Power-Law Exponents Taken 
From Paranjpe [2 ] ,
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Also shown in Figure 4.35 is  the curve obtained from the results 
using information at x-3.81 location as the in i t i a l  values for a =
0.344 (Re = 78800). The overall agreement between the four curves 
in Figure 4.35 is encouraging. The difference between the predictions 
of the Simplified or General Model and Wilson and Medwell [24] near the 
outer wall layer region fo r a = 0.531 (Re = 142000) at X = 5.33 is 
partly  due to uncertainities in the value o f anc* hence l/ng used
in the analysis. I t  is appropriate to mention that i t  is d i f f i c u l t  to 
extract re l ia b le  values fo r 5^/D^ and experimental data.
To provide additional confidence to the numerical method, the 
analysis was reduced to the pipe case (a = 0 ) and the resulting velocity  
profiles a t  d iffe ren t radial positions (measured from the pipe centre 
l in e ) are shown in Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38. Also shown is the 
core velocity d istribution from the general pipe flow solution of Na 
and Lu [40] and the velocity data of the re l ia b le  experimental study of 
Barbin and Jones [3 6 ].  The agreement between the two previous works 
and the present study is encouraging (within 1 percent). The corresponding 
wall shear stress varia tion , shown in Figure 4.39, is likewise in concert 
with the two previously mentioned works. Not unexpectedly, agreement 
of the velocity profiles with the experimental data near the walls is 
not as good as that away from the w alls , a consequence of a basic l im i t ­
ation o f power- 1  aw velocity p ro files .
As the experimental study of Barbin and Jones [36] indicated that the 
wall shear stress attained i ts  fu l ly  developed value within 15 hydraulic
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diameters, the fu l ly  developed shear stress was taken as the value 
of wall shear stress a t the end of the entry-region , X =* 30 (instead  
of the value obtained from Blasius formula).
Power-law exponents in fu l ly  developed turbulent annular flows 
were evaluated by Paranjpe [2 ] in his experimental study fo r a =
0.1003, 0.1012, 0.0239 and 92800 < Re < 531000. In a l l  the previous 
relevant works discussed, the 1 /n-j values were found to be approximately 
^ ,0 .1 .  A ll except one l/n-j value, however, obtained by Paranjpe
[2] was less than 0.07 (see Table 4 .4 ) .  In addition, i t  was observed 
that the 1 /n-j values were obtained from his experimental data of u+ and
■f
y re la t iv e ly  fa r  from the wall (y > 125). Consequently, a smaller
value of 1 /n i  was found.
The experimental ve loc ity  p ro file  data of Paranjpe [2 ] are compared
with the predictions of the Simplified and General Models in Figure
4.40 to Figure 4.42 (using the values of Table 4 .4 ) .  Only the results  
of three Reynolds number are presented (a  = 0.1003 (Re = 320,000 and
Re -  451 ,000) and a = 0.0239 (Re = 531 ,000 ) ) .  In the outer wall layer
(corresponds to small values o f x )  both model predictions fo r a = 0.1003
(Re = 320,000 and Re = 451,000) reasonably agree with the experimental
data. For the annul us radius ra t io  of 0.0239, there appears to be some 
amount of uncertainty in measurement fo r X = 7.4 (Re = 531,000).
(b) E ffec t of In i t i a l  Conditions
There is no apparent way of obtaining the axial location where the 
turbulent wall layers s ta r t  from the experimental results of Okiishi and 
Serovy [ 1 ] and Paranjpe [ 2 ] so the wall layers were assumed to s ta r t  a t the
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in le t  plane.
For the annulus with a = 0.344 (Re = 78800), Figure 4.35 shows the 
predicted veloc ity  d is tribu tion  of the General Model with both the 
following boundary conditions: a t X=0, 61 /Dh=0, 62 /Dh=0 and at X=3.81, 
5-j/Dp|=0.04, Sg /D ^O .I- The second of these boundary conditions was 
obtained by assuming that a laminar portion of wall layer exists up to 
the f i r s t  measuring station in the experimental study of Okiishi and 
Serovy [ 1 ] .  The difference between the resulting veloc ity  pro files  obtained 
for the aforementioned two in i t i a l  conditions can be seen in Figure 4.35 
to be neg lig ib le .
The prediction o f the wall layer thickness using the two above i n i t i a l  
conditions in the General Model is presented in Figure 4.43. While the 
results fo r  the outer wall layer thickness remain approximately the same, that 
for the inner wall layer thickness show a s ig n if ica n t d ifference.
In th e ir  pipe flow study, Na and Lu [35] used the following boundary 
conditions based on the experimental work of Barbin and Jones [36]: a t  
&=0.25, 6/0^=0.0055. Solutions with both the i n i t i a l  conditions: X=0,
6/D^=0 and at X=0.25, 6/D^=0.0055 were obtained fo r the pipe case. (The 
approximate solution fo r the in i t i a l  conditions: at X=0, 5/D^O was solved 
by the procedure described in Section 4 .3 ) .  I t  was found, s im ilar to the case 
Tor the annulus, that the e ffe c t  on the pipe flow plots previously mentioned 
using these two d if fe re n t  in i t i a l  conditions was neg lig ib le . Figure 4.44 
indicates the corresponding wall layer thickness p lo t .  I t  was found that 
for X>2, the two results agree within 2 percent with the agreement improving 
in the axial d irection .
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(c) Wall Layer Growth
The development of the wall layer thickness with axial distance is 
shown fo r the two annulus radius ratios (and corresponding Reynolds number) 
of Okiishi and Serovy [1] in Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.45. Reliable 
experimental values for comparison are unavailable.
The analysis of the General Model predicts fo r a=0.344 (Re=78800), 
the development of the inner wall layer is fas ter than the outer wall layer 
within the entry region as shown in Figure 4.43. Also, the predicted 
growth of the inner wall layer thickness is strongly dependent on the i n i t i a l  
condition unlike the case fo r the outer wall layer thickness.
The results of Figure 4 .45, which show the wall layer thickness variation  
fo r a=0.531 (Re=142,000), would tend to indicate that fo r a re la t iv e ly  large 
value o f radius ra t io ,  predictions of the Simplified and General Models are 
in close agreement. This fac t is consistent with flows through para lle l 
plates (a = l) where 6 ^ / 6 2 =l for a l l  axial positions.
The corresponding curves fo r the wall layer thickness obtained by 
using the power-law exponent values of Paranjpe [2 ] are presented in Figure 
4.46 and Figure 4.47. S im ilar to the case of the ve loc ity  p ro f i le  plots, only 
the results of two radius ratios are shown, i . e . ,  a=0.1003, (Re=320,000 and 
Re=451,000) and a=0.0239 ( Re=531,000). The in i t i a l  variation of the wall 
layer thickness (with axial distance) is predicted by the General Model to 
be greater fo r the inner wall layer than the outer wall layer. The opposite 
e ffe c t ,  however, is  the case from the Simplified Model predictions.
I t  can be seen from Figure 4.43 to Figure 4.47 that the length of 
the entry-region depends on both the radius ra t io  and Reynolds number,
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i ts  dependency on radius ra t io  being stronger than that on Reynolds 
number. Further, Figure 4.47 indicates that fo r a given annulus, the 
entry-1ength increases with a decrease in Reynolds number. The 
terminal points on a l l  the curves represent the vanishing of potential 
core flow ( i . e . ,  the end of the en try -reg io n ).
(d) Core Velocity
Figure 4.48 shows the predicted core ve loc ity  varia tion fo r  
a = 0.344 (Re = 78800) and a = 0.531 (Re = 142,000) with the corresponding 
experimental data points of Okiishi and Serovy [1 ] .  The agreement between 
the curves and the data is very good. Also, points o f Wilson and 
Medwell [24] obtained from th e ir  analytical curve for the same radius ra t io  
and Reynolds number are shown fo r comparison.
Also presented in Figure 4.48 is the analy tica l curve fo r a = 0.0653 
(Re = 23000) obtained from the present study. The power-law exponents 
were obtained from the fu l ly  developed velocity p ro f i le  curve of Lee and 
Park [2 8 ].  Their experimental values (shown in Figure 4.48) are in very 
good agreement with the theoretical curve (within 1 percent).
The predicted curves using the power-law exponents of Paranjpe [2] 
are shown in Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.50. The U/V values obtained from 
the experimental study of Paranjpe [2] are high and appear to be incorrect.  
Consequently, his results are not shown in Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.50.
I t  is worth noting that despite the appreciable difference between 
the prediction of the Sim plified and General Models fo r the inner wall 
layer thickness for the radius ratios discussed above, the core velocity  
Prediction in a l l  cases from both models agree w ell.
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From inspecting Figure 4.48 to Figure 4.50, i t  may be 
concluded that the dependency of the core veloc ity  variation on 
Reynolds number is greater than that on radius ra t io .  Also, the core 
velocity develops fas ter as the Reynolds number decreases.
(e) Pressure Gradient
The pressure gradient variation in the entry-region is presented 
in Figure 4.51 fo r  the General and Simplified Models along with the 
prediction o f Wilson and Medwell [24] fo r  a = 0.531 (Re = 142000).
I t  can be seen that although a l l  three predictions agree w e ll ,  the 
curve of the Simplified Model is s l ig h t ly  better than that of Wilson 
and Medwell [24 ] ,  The comparison of the experimental data points 
with the curves, however, appear to be not too good.
Also shown in Figure 4.51 are the predicted curves fo r a = 0.1012 
(Re = 92800 and 157000) and the experimental results of Paranjpe' [2 ] .
I t  may be seen that the f i t  of the measurements with the analytical 
curves is good using the General Model. The same is not the case, 
however, with the curve obtained from the Simplified Model analysis.
For comparison purposes, the experimental data points of Olson and 
Sparrow [21] for a = 0.5 (Re = 29500) are shown. The wide scatter of 
data in Figure 4.51, undoubtedly, indicates the d i f f ic u l ty  involved in 
obtaining accurate pressure gradient measurements fo r turbulent flows 
in the entry region of annular ducts. I t  is worth mentioning that the 
value o f (*{§•) was taken to be the value a t the end of the entry region.OX r j
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4 .2 .3  Entry-Regfon Turbulent Pipe Flows
In this section, a comparison is being made to see the e ffec t  
on the results of using the Bernoulli's  equation in the potential 
core region and the macroscopic mechanical energy balance over the 
whole flow area.
The results of the core velocity d is tribution  from both the 
eddy viscosity models tested, that is ,  the Reichardt and Van Driest 
models, are presented in Figure 4.52. The results obtained from using 
the Bernoulli's  equation and that from using the macroscopic energy 
balance are shown. I t  can be seen that each of the eddy viscosity  
models coupled with Bernoulli's  equation yields predictions which are in 
very good agreement with the experimental results of Barbin and Jones 
[36]. The macroscopic energy balance predicts a very sharp increase 
in core velocity near the entrance. This may be due to the small 
pressure gradient variation which is predicted by the macroscopic 
energy balance equation as can be seen in Figure 4.53. With the small 
pressure gradient and in order to sa tis fy  the momentum and continuity  
equations, the analysis predicts that the core velocity increases rapidly.
I t  was found that the e ffe c t  on the plots of Figure 4.52 and 
Figure 4.53 of increasing the value of a-j (in  Equation 3.63) up to 1.01 
was neg lig ib le . The upper l im it  of a-| was taken as 1.01 since i t  is 
required that a value of a-j close to unity be chosen in order to maintain 
an almost l in ea r shear stress variation in the wall layer. In Figure 
4.52 and Figure 4.53, only the results fo r a-j = 1.01. using Reichardt
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eddy viscosity model are shown. I t  is worth noting that the maximum 
difference between the curves is less than 0.5 percent.
4-3 Discussion of the Numerical Method
4.3.1 General
For both the laminar and turbulent annular flows studied, the 
in i t ia l  conditions imposed on the resulting d iffe ren tia l equations 
Produced in f in i te  slopes at the s ta r t .  This posed a problem at the 
x = 0 location. An attempt was made to expand the equations about the
x = 0 location using a Taylor series expansion in order to examine the
behaviour near x = 0. Due to the very large number of algebraic terms 
Present, however, i t  was found that this approach could not be 
employed. The methods outlined below were then used to solve the 
d iffe ren tia l equations.
4.3.2 Simplified Model
The results of the Simplified Model reduced to a f i r s t  order non­
linear ordinary d if fe ren tia l equation. The Simpson's integration  
scheme was used and the following procedure was adopted.
By defin ition  the in i t ia l  value of B  ^ is unity. The integral 
was s p l it  up into two parts and the lim its  o f integration were 1 to 1.01 
ai1C*,iD‘ ^l to 2^M f ° r  the f i r s t  and second p a rts  r e s p e c t iv e ly .  Now, 
1 / ( d3T} near the in le t  plane is very small the contribution to X of 
the f i r s t  part is very small compared to the second part of the integral 
and was consequently neglected in the numerical computations. Physically, 
this small contribution to X w il l  only a ffect values of B  ^ ( and hence
s i nee
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5 1 and < s v e r y  near the in le t  plane.
The number of steps between 1.01 and B9 was increased until
fd
convergence occurred (up to 5 decimal places) and was then found to be 
200.
The en tire  procedure was then repeated fo r the entry-region  
turbulent annular flow problem.
4 .3 .3  General Model
Three and two f irs t -o rd e r  non-linear ordinary d if fe re n t ia l  
equations resulted from the analysis o f laminar and turbulent annular 
developing flows respectively. The th ird  equation, in laminar flows 
came as a consequence of applying the macroscopic mechanical energy 
balance instead of the Bernoulli's  equation ( in  the case of turbulent 
ar>nular f low s).
Similar to the Simplified Model, the boundary conditions on the 
d iffe re n tia l  equations resulted in in f in i te  slopes a t the in le t  plane.
The f i f th -o rd e r  Runge-Kutta integration technique was employed and 
the following method was used.
Equal values were assumed for the slopes of 52^Dh anc* p X = 0
and were put in the computer program for a given step size. The equal 
values of slopes were increased until the following c r i te r ia  were met.
( i )  Slopes were positive for and 6^ near the in le t  plane
( i i )  U/V is greater than unity and increases a x ia l ly .
The en tire  procedure was repeated using d if fe re n t step sizes. 
Convergence (up to 5 decimal places) was found to occur at an h value
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of 0.00001 and 0.0001 fo r laminar and turbulent annular flows
respectively.
F in a lly ,  i t  was found th at the e ffe c t  o f using d if fe re n t  values
for the slopes (instead of equal values) and changing the step-size
within the integration routine on the resulting values fo r 6 ]/D^,
p> U/V, t ,  etc. were n eg lig ib le .
4 .3 .4  Pipe Flow Analysis Using Eddy Viscosity Model
Equation (3.60) and Equation (3.62) were solved fo r u+ and y+
by a f i f th -o rd e r  Runge-Kutta integration technique fo r a given value 
+0 • 5 and h. The value o f h was decreased until convergence occurred. 
Using the values of u+ and y+ ( fo r  the <5+ value) in the f i r s t  of 
Equation (3.58) and employing the Romberg integration Rq+ was 
obtained. The Trapezoidal ru le was then used in the second of 
Equation (3.58) to obtain X. This procedure was repeated for d if fe re n t  
values of <5+ .
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From the present study, the following are the main conclusions.
(a) For hydrodynamic developing laminar annular flows:
( i )  The velocity  d is tribution  in the wall layers may be 
represented by an assumed ve loc ity 'p ro 'f i le  based only 
on f u l l y ‘developed flow information.
( i i )  The inner wall shear stress undershoots i ts  fu l ly  developed 
value within the developing region.
( i i i )  As a consequence of ( i i ) ,  a non-asymptotic behaviour of
the growth of the inner wall layer thickness is exhibited  
which is more s ig n if ica n t fo r  small values of the radius 
ra t io .
( iv )  The assumption of a constant ra t io  of wall layer thickness 
fo r  a l l  axial positions becomes more valid  as the radius 
ra t io  increases.
(v) The present analysis is the simplest of a l l  the methods 
currently availab le  in the l i te ra tu r e .
(b) For hydrodynamic entry-region turbulent annular flows:
( i )  The general power-law mean ve loc ity  p ro file  reasonably
approximates the ve loc ity  d is tribu tion  in both the inner and 
outer wall layers within the entry-region .
70
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( i i )  The use o f the general power-law mean ve loc ity  p ro file
coupled with the Ludwieg and Tillman [27] f r ic t io n  co e ffic ie n t  
y ie ld  results which are consistent with availab le  experimental 
data.
( i i i )  The inner wall layer predictions of a l l  methods available are not 
as good as the outer wall layer predictions. The results of the 
Simplified model, however, is s l ig h t ly  b etter than the re s t.
( iv )  The results o f the General Model, on using d if fe re n t  in i t i a l  
conditions in the Runge-Kutta integration routine, show 
s ig n if ic a n t differences in the prediction of the inner wall 
layer thickness.
(v) The core ve loc ity  growth is more dependent on Reynolds 
number than on radius ra tio .
(v i )  The present approach is the simplest of a l l  methods found 
in the l i te ra tu r e .
(c) For entry-region turbulent pipe flows:
( i )  The use of a macroscopic energy balance over the whole flow 
area yie lds a smaller axial pressure gradient than using the 
Bernoulli's  equation in the core region only.
The following recommendations for future work can be made:
( i )  Detailed measurements o f ve loc ity  p ro files  fo r laminar
flow in the hydrodynamic entrance region of concentric annuli 
should be undertaken to check the theory presented in this  
d is se rta tio n .
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( i i )  In turbulent entry-region annular flows, a logarithmic
velocity  d is tribu tion  within the wall layers may be used.
The co e ffic ie n ts , generally, which depend on axial distance, 
may be taken to be approximately constant and equal to the 
f u l ly  developed value.
( i i i )  Velocity and shear stress pro files  fo r turbulent flow in the 
entry-region of concentric annuli should be measured and 
then compared with the theory postulated.
( iv )  Further attempts should be. made to find  a lte rnate  means
of eliminating the pressure term in the momentum equation 
fo r  developing turbulent pipe flows.
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APPENDIX A 
DETAILS OF FORMULATIONS
A.l Hydrodynamic developing laminar annular flows
(a) Simplified Model:
pd [ /  2  u2  2TrRdR ] =
■^(S1 " 3B1 *  I 6! ~ 3 + AnB1 ^
V B [1 -  B, + £nB, ] 2
R2
2B2 [1 -  + anB2^
= irPV2d [A1 3 2 {R. ,2 A1 2  - R2 2 (A
= TTpV2 [A1 3 2
2 { R1 A1 2  -  R2  (A1 2 ^B1 =B2  ^ A13 d A^1 3 ^
= irpV2 [A1 3 2 R-j2 A2 4  A1 2  dB1 - A1 3  r 2 (A2 4  A1 2 ) Bi=b2 dB2
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1 3 4
irpV2 R2 2  [ { A 1 3 2  a 2  A2 4  A1 2  + 2 A^ 3 2  [ a  A ] 2   ^Ai 2 ^B-| =B2  ^ A2 2 * *
dBl + {_A13 A^24 ’ A12^B-, =B + 2A13 *  A12 " A^12^b = b J *
1 2 1 ^
A23 } dB2
= TrpV2 R2 2 A1 3 2  [ { a 2  A2 4  A1 2  + 2 [ a *  A1 2  -  (A.,2 >B  ^=B2  ^ A2 2 } *
d B 1 + { -  (A 2 4  . A1 2 ) b ^=b  ^ + 2 (a  A1 2  -  ( A l 2 ) B l =B2  ^ A23 } dB2 ^
Also,
irpd [
Ri
ir  /  2  (u3 -  V3 ) RdR ]
V1
Rp -5
= -rrpd [  /  c uw RdR] -  0 
R1
R 2  R 2
= uPV3d [ A 1 3 3  - L -  -  A1 3  —  ( A ^ O g ^ g ^  3
A 3
= irPV3 R2 2 d [  { a 2  An  -  ( A - , - , ) ^ ^ )  ]
2
TTp v o n
-  [ A 1 3  { a  A-ji A2 1  dB1 -  ( A j j  dB2 }
+ 3 { a 2  A^i -  ( Ai i ) B^=B2  ^ A13 {A22 dBl + A23 dB2 ^
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TrpV
2  A 1 3 3  [ { a 2 A11 A21 + 3 A11 " A^11 A22}*
dB1 + {  -  ( A ^  a2 i ) b i =B2 + 3 A11 " ^ l l ^ B ^ B ^  A23 * dB2 ^
a n d
C / 2 ( | ^ ) 2  RdR ] dx 
R 1
v2 a 132 [ 152
1
A,c 
A 1 Br B2
] d x
Using the above relations 7
3
V { t 1w 2ttR} 6x -  t 2w 2irR2dx + pd [  /  2  u2  2-rrRdR ]  
w R1
R 2 R
= 2inr [ /  2 ( | | )  RdR ] dx + .rpd [ /  2  (u3  - V3) RdR ]
R! 3R R1
may be wri tten as
.. (B,  -1) 2TtR,dx
2Vy R^ (1 - B1 + S-nB-j)
U (B2 -  1}-2Vy  ~  — - --------------------------  2irR?dx
2 (1 -  B2  + iinB2 )
+ pttV3 R22A^32 [  {af~ A ^  A12 + 2 ( a  A-j2 -  ( A-j2^B^=B2  ^ A22 * dBl
+ ( -  (A24 A12) Bi=g2 + 2 (a2 Ai2 .  (A12) Bi=g2) A2 3  } dBj ]
= 2 u irV2 A. 2 [ —L5- - ( ) B -D 3 dx
13 A-j A / Br B2
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Dividing (A . l )  by ttpV3 D^ 2  yields
4  <Bl 11 dX -  4 - ^ - 1 1  dx +C^r/(1_ct)2)A13 [{-c,2 A24 A]2 +
A i t A  j ) b 1= b 2
2  (a2 A1 2  - A2 2 } dBl + { ^_A24 A1 2 ^B-,=B2 +
2 (a2 A-j2  - ( At 2 ^B1 =B2  ^ A23} d B 2  ^
= 2A13 C '  ( 7? }B rB 2] dX + ^  A132 1 ^ ) 2  [ {“2 A11 A21
3  (a2  A^ - ( A . , ^ ^ ^ )  A2 2  } dB1 + <( - A - , A2 1 ) Bl=B2 +
3 (a2 An  - (An ) Bi=B2) A 2 3  } d B 2 3
r A (B -1) 4 (B2 - l )  _ 2 A  { ^ L 5 . ( ^ )  } ] d X
c— I-------IT T  V  V  Br B2A 1 ^ V B ^
13 ~2 { £{a2 An  A21 + 3 ( “ 2 A11 “  ^A11 ^B-, =Bp  ^ A22*
8 ( 1  - a )  "  "  "  " “ I 2
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-  2 {a A24 A12 + 2 (a A12 -  A^12 B^.j=B2  ^ A22^  dBl
+ C { a21)bi =b2 + 3 (“2 An  -  (An ) Bl=B2  ^ A23 }
-  2 { (-A24 a-|2V = B 0 + 2 A12 " A^12^B =B  ^ A23 }  ^ *
’I 2 ^  u2
dB2 }
or
-  2 [Alg + A1?] 8 (1 -a )2 dX = A13 { A25 dB] + A2g dB2 }
which may then be written as
8 (1 -a )2 dX = I ] dB1 + I 2 dBg.
(b) General Model:
Using the previous algebraic calculations, Equation (3.22) is:
-2 uVA-io (B , - l )  irR 2 , 2 2
" T J { T  2iiR1 dx + ~AV  ^ Fj" '  1' *  {2u1,V A13
[ ^5 - ( ) ]}dx
A^  B1 2
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which may be written as
(B1 -1) -I * a2 2 A1 5
[ -  4 An  ----------  + ( n- -  1)  ~~o A13 t — 2
13 A, B1 2 ( l -a )  13 A /
A1R
-  ( - Lf  ) B =B > ^ dXB1 2
+ 2 fl 3+ a A
( 5 " "  1)  C ta 2  A,-, A„ , + 3 (a^  A , ,  -  ( A , - , ) R R ) *
3 2 ( l - a ) ?  1 V  ' L 1 1  2 1  1 1   ^ 1 1 /B r B 2
A22> d B i  +  t  ( -  A21 ^b i  =Bg +  3 A11 "  ^A11 ^B-j =B2 ^
A23> dB2 ]
a 2 A ,-  (1 -B, ) 2 a2 A132
13 a d [ { 1 +   —  } ] + ---------5- d [
4 ^  B1 2A1 4(1"a) B1
{ 1 + — 2 > ]
V
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The R.H.S. of Equation (A .2) can be shown to be
- A , ,a 2 A, ~ O -B J C  2 1 ( 1 - B j 2
_ J 3  J_3 [ { _0>5  L _ L - + r  ( 1 + 0 . 5  ------- 1—
4 ( 1 - a )  B1 B] °  B1 A1
0 .5 (1 - B , ) 2 (1 -B , )2
+ ( 1 +  1— ) A22 > dB1 + { 1 + 0.5 -------- 1—  A23 } dB2 ]
A1 A1
A13_ j- { f V s  + k l  L_ (1 + S .  ) + 2A, *P Li- 2 2 2 22
4(  1 - a )  B1 B1 A ^  A  ^ B] A-j ^
A . A.
(1 + -=-2) > dB1 + { 2A23 (1 + - ^ 2) } dB2 ]
A1 A1
A a2 a 2A
.1, "2  ^ A40 dBl + A41 dB2  ^ + 7 7 7 ^ 2  ^ 4 2  dBl + A43 dB2^4 ( 1 - a )  + U  -a )
Substituting the above expression fo r  the R.H.S. of Equation (A.2) we obtain:
4(B -1) 1 a2 A. - A. f.
[ -----------------+ ( i ) _  i\ { -  ( —y  ) R B } ]  dX
A] B] 2( 1 - a ) 2 " I 3 V ’  V A 7 V B2
1 rr 2 a l 2 a  B]  1 ) i  dc( [  A,n + a A,« -  —   -p J B.
-  -  40 2 8 (1 - a ) 2
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c2a (i r - 15. r 2 « , 2 „ a M45 C1 ~\ jn i+ [ - a  A / n + a  A -   9 -----------  J dB, }
41 43  8 ( 1 - a )  2
Similar ly  i t  may be shown that Equation (3.23) reduces to
2yA,,V (B9- l )  ttR 2 1
 12-  —   2ttR9 dx + ----- -—  ( 1 ---------) *
R2 A^1^B1=B2 AV B2
{ 2p7tV2A132 [ ] dx
IJ A-j A-j bl 2
R 2
+ upv A13 [ A44 dB-j + A45 dB2] >
= -pirV 3  R2  C A^g dB^ + A^g dB2  ]
+ R^pTtA-jgV2  [  AKn dB., + Aj.-| dB9 ]'50 1 51 2
i . e . ,
4A-|3v(B2- l )
VDh^Al^B1=B;
A132 < Al5 A A1
R
v n 2 'Bn=B '
x 1 v
d ( —  ) + 2tt ( 1 -    )   *
Dh
1 2 A
Bo VD.
d (------- )
Du
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1 ttR 2 A..-
(1 " B ~   ^ A ~   ^ A44 dBl + A45 dB2 ^
A13 A^49 dBl + A48 dB2^
+ A13 A^50 dBl + A51 dB2^  (A.2b)
or
[16  ^ 2 - ^ .  ( 1 - a ) 2  + 2 (1 -  —  ) A ( -  ( ^ I |  ) )
B2 13 \ - ^  B1'B2
( 1 - a )
4--------- ]dX
O+a)
= R.H.S. of Equation (A.2b) (A.3b)
Now from
o ?
Rr  R2B, =  o and B9 =
61 2
i t  may be shown that
j u ' y  .1 a 56 '
(----------- + - 1  ) D.
2(1 - a )  Dh h
(A.4a)
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2B2 d ( « Z/ D h ) 6
dB =   = b d ( )
2 1 56 D. (A.4b)
(  1 ) h
2 ( 1 - a )  Dh
Substituting Equations (A.4) in Equations (A.3a) and (A.3b) i t  can be 
seen that Equations (A.3a) and (A.3b) may be w rit ten ,  a f te r  some 
re-arrangement, as
d d
F-i —  ( 5 , / D . )  + F9 —  (6 , /D .  ) = F- 
1 dX 1 h 2 dX 2 h 3
Fa —  (6, /D ) + F —  (6 /D .)  = F 
dX 1 h dX 2 ” 6
From Equation (3 .1 0 ) ,  we may write
R 2
+ irp V 3  A1 3  [ A4 4  dB-j + A4 5  dB2 ] (A. 5)
Dividing Equation (A .5) by ( - ^  pV3A)
dp ( 1 - a )  A, c A, j.
- p  16 ^  Ai 3 [ x 7 ' ( X 7 V B2 ]dX
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( 1 - a ) 2  A ] 3   ^ dBl + A 4 5  ^  ^
Defining
p.-p -  dp
P = r 7 2  => dP = T Z 2•jjpv V
using Equations (A .7) and (A .4) in Equation (A 
can be written as
dP _ F d(V V  , r d< W  , r—  _ F7 ---------------  + Fg --------------  + Fg
dX dX dX y
R „  = 4 ( l - a ) 2 
R12 = a 2 / ( 8 0 - a ) 2 )
R13 '  VG,
R 1 4  = 0 . 5 / ( 1 - a 2 )
R = - 2  zn ( a )
n 0 . 5 a
17 -  T i ^ T
^  = 1/B1
C2 = 2.n(B^)
(A.6)
(A.7)
6 ) ,  Equation (A .6)
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A.| = 1 -  B-| + an
B 2 g 3
Az  = I  -  Bl  +  T ~  - T ~  *  Bl  ( B i  •  l n  B i } l n  B1
B 4
A3 '  1  -  2Bi - I 8/  + | B13 '  4 L +  Bl ' 3 '  f B1 + B! 2 > “  B1
+ B1 ( - | b1 + an B1) an2 B]
B 3
A4 = F - " 3B1 + I  B1 ■ T~~  + Zin B1 
C3 = (-1 + B-,) / A-j
A5 ■ H  +  I 7 ) / A l
A6 = \  (1 “ O  + B1 £n B1
A7 = -3 + 3Bn -  B,2 + i -
A8 = c2 (1 -  B , )2 B2 ( A , ) ^ . ^  - (1 - B2) 2 B, A,
Ag = -(1 - B-j)2 + 2(B] - 1) an B1 - an2 B-,
Aio= ^ " Bi^3 + - B])2 - Bi zn Bi  ^ £n Bi + <3+Jln V  Zr]2 B1
A-| i -  [ -B1 + 3A6/A1 + 3A2/A12 + A3/A13] /B 1
a12= V < bi ai 2)
A13= C2(l-a2) B1 B2 A1 (ai ) b1=B2^ A8
A14= 1t~  A13 AH + I  A1 3 A^11 B^-j =B2 + a A12 
A1 5 = (1- B-|2) + 4(B1 - 1) - 2 an B]
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Alg = [ -2  (Bi - 1) + (A13 A ^ /A ^ l /A . ,
Al?= [2(B2 1) + A13 C-A15/A1 )Bi =B2]/(A-! ) Bl=Bz
A18= 3A6 ^ A1 ^A6^  “ A5 ^ A1 
Alg= 3A2[(A9/A2) - 2A5] /A 12
A20= A3 ^ A1c/ A3^  " 3A5 ^ A1
A21= [ ( -1  + A1q + Aig + A20) / ( A 11B1) - 1 /B-j]
2»2(1 -B l ) 2 B2(A , ) b b
Apo= Cf-  + A, + --------------------------------
22 B1 5 A8( 1 - Bl )
B ,( l  - B«) A, ,
1 2 1 ^ + A5>3
A8
, 2B,(1 - B7) c A,
A?-T Cb"  + ( Ac) d - r - — -----------   1
23 2 5 B1 2 Ag(l -  B2)
a2(l - B-,)2 B2 (A-, ) B B
------------------------------------------ L - { f T  + ( Ac ) r  - r  >]A0 2 5 Br B28
A24= (A7/A4) - 2A5
A25= l a  An  A21 + 3{a Ai l  " A^11^B1=B2} A22^
- 2 [ a  A24 A12 + 2 {a  A ^ -  ( A-| 2 ) b ., =B2 * A22^
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A26" (A11 A21 ^B-,=B2 + 3{ct2 A11 “ (A11^B1=B2} A23^
-2 [ - (A 24 A12) b^=B2 + 2{a2 A12 - ( a12^B1=B2} A23^
I l = "A13 A25/ A^16 + A17^  
r2= hA1 3 A2 6 ^ A16 + A17^
C4 = - 2C3 + ^ 2 } A13 <C1 - W j T  -  ^ V b 2 >
C5 = 4(C3) B1-B2 +(^ 7 7  (1 ' C2) (^ B l5 B2 >
(1-B ) 2 
A27= 1 + 0 . 5  — —
A = A *  C28 13 H
A = ] + ^ l
29 1 2
A1
A30= “2 A11
A31 R12/C4
A4q= ( ( - 0 .5  (1-B1)C1 C3 +1)C3 + (-C1 + A22)A27) A28
A41" A27 A23 A28
(2A, C- C, + A?)
A42= {------------—  ^ + (-C-, + 2A22) A2g} A28
A1
A43~ 2A23 A29 A28 .
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2 B,
A57= (R16 («2/Dh))
F1 =
56 
4(1 - a )
- a 2  A4 0  + a 2  A4 2  -  a 2  A4 4
8 ( 1  - a ) '
(4- - 1 1
F2
57 
4(1 - a ) '
2 ft i 2 a J- a  A4 1  + a A4 3  -  a A45
8 ( 1 - a )  ‘
1
1)]
- 4 ( B ,  - 1 )  , 2
F0 = -------3------ + (1 - 1) 2.
A, 2 ( 1 - a ) 2 A13 {
A15 , A15o “ v o■)
A1 '1 B1=B2
F4 = A56  ^ " A49 + A50 - (1 - 5-)
1 A44
( 1 - a 2 )
A45
48 51 V  ( 1 - a 2 ) 2
p (^2"^ ^
F ,  = 16(1 - a )  — ----------- + (1
(V b-,=b2
!_) 8 A ( J - I  { ^  .  (5 l5)  }
2 13 (1+a) A-j A^  B1 2
F-, =
F «  =
_ A13
2\  A44 A56
8
( 1 - a " )
A13 A45 A57 
( 1 - a 2 )
F l i i i ^ L  A c
9  ( H a )  1 3
A15 / A15\ -i
2 -
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A.2 Hydrodynamic developing turbulent annular flows.
(a) Simplif ied Model
R, 2R ‘  (1-S.)  (1 -S .)  u
/  i  u 2itR dR » — V  t— 1—  [ 1 - — ■—  ]
R1 V ( H 7 + 1 > ^ + 2 )
(1-S?) Mc i -  ^ r
< r + 2)2
+ (
2 i - s T)
S 2 
1^ < 7 7  d
2R22 (s 2- D
S 2 2 (i T  + 2
R 2 2
? '
R 2 1 \U _
7*
S2 S1
U _ ( 1 - a 2 )
• • v
2a,2 (1-S ,)  (1-S,)  2 (Sp-1)-V  - v -1- [1 - —-I—--- ] + —2 ~^ r---
si (^  + 11 (^ 7 + 2) S2 ^  + 1J
(1 -S J  , 2
[1 -  71 7777 ] + < 7 T  '  >
%  + 2) s2 si
= (1-o2)/E0
Differentiat ing Equation (A.8)
« » )  .  .  a 4 l  K E 0)
Eo
Now, i t  can be shown that
(A.8)
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= E1 dS1 + E2 dS2 ( A . 9 )
• \  d $ )  = -  ( E ,  dS, + E2  dS2 )
Eo
= -  y. [  E1 dS1 + E2  dS2 ]
fR 2 u2  2TtRdR = U2 R2 2 uE3
V1
2trR 2  9  ( 1 - S , )  ( 1 - S , )
 i -  U2 - 2— 1-- - - -  [  1 -  —p— —  1
( L . + 1) ( L . +  2)
.2 , RZ Rl 2 , . ,  R2 ,,2 ( S2~] )+  ttLJ2  (  -~ 2 -a-  -  ■ ' - y  )  +  2 tt ■ 2 p -  U  ^
9 S S (—  + 1)
2 bl 2 ln2 U
( 1 - S ?)
*  [  1 -  l
d [  A  u2 2-rrRdR] = R2 2  TT U2  d E3 + E 3  TT R2 2  2U dU 
R1
( A . 10)
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*
2a2dS, (S . -2) 2(1 - S , )
=  T 1  C V  +----  2------5------------+ 1 3
* i  % + 1 )  (^ + 1 ) ( ^ +2 )
p P 2dS« ? (Sp-2) 2(1-Sp) P
ttU R  =r=- IT [ -p^-------- + -p   p------------ + 1 ] Rp it
S23 % + 1 > % + 1 > % + 2 >
- E3 ttR22 2U2 [E1 dS1 + E2 dS2]
= (E4 dS] + E5 dS2) U2 R22 tt (A.11)
Introducing Equations (A.10) and (A.11) in Equation (3.37) and dividing 
by 7rV2Dh2p
-0.123*10 1 (—-— ) %  — -  d (— )
Dh
- U . /  orip U0p"~
-0.123*10 c (— — )
u2 2R1
7 Dh
u2 2R2
V Dh Dh
,, (R22-R ,2) ( l - a 2)
V ~  1 dEl + E2 ^2^
Dh E0
2 R 2
= ^7 ^ 7  (E4 dSl + E5 dS2^  (A' 12)
h
Equation (A.12) may be written as
T1 dS] + T2 dS2 = T3 dX
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( b )  G e n e r a l  M o d e l
Equation (A .10) is
2
d ( — ) = -  (E 1 dS1 + E2 dS2 )
V E0
\
d [  /  U, 2-rrRdR] U
R 1
R, 2  ( 1 - S , )  ( 1 - S , )
= Ud[ 2irU — ^— =j--------------------- { 1 - i }]
V2U 2irR 2 a 2  ( 1 - S , )  U ( 1 - S , )
=  =j— -d [  — J  { 1 - }]
V ( t~  + 1) S,  V ( -■ - + 2)
nl 1 nl
( 1 - a 2 ) 2irR9 2 a 2 V 2  U ( S , - 2 )  2 ( 1 - 5 , )
=  r 1   { -  t - V + n ------------------3 -  3 ds1
Eq ( ^ - + 1 )  V S l 3  ? - + 2)  S]
( 1 - S 1 ) ( 1 - S 1 )
[ 1 -
(—  + 2) 
"l
]  d (H-) }
( 1 - a 2 ) 27rR22a 2V2
{ E10 dS-j + E ^  dS2 }
d [  /  B1 u 2 2 RdR] 
R1
( A . 10)
(A .13)
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V2 27rR0a2 (1 -S , ) U2 (1-S,)
= -o —  d [ ---------------------{ 1 - 2" } ]
( f -  + 1) S 2 V2 ( j -  + 2)
nl 1 nl
2ttR 2a2V2 U2 (S, -2) 2 (1-S,)
= --------- { - j  [ — > -----  dS, + -x------------------------ dS ]
( f - + l )  V2 ( f - + D  S]
(1-S,)  (1 -S , ) u u
+  J -  [ 1 - - x — !  ] 2 -  d ( - )  }
S /  ( f -  + 2) V V
1 nl
2irRc?2a2V2 ( l _a^) ( l~ a^) 2( 1 —S, )
=  { — x  [ (S , -2) + -x  ] dS,
E0 si Eo (^ + 2)
(1-S ,)  (1 -S ,)  (1-a2)
- 2  J -  I  1 - - * — l  ] --------- (E. dS, + E. dS„) }
1 7 ^  ( ^ + 2 )  E0 1 1 2  2
2uR,2a2V2 (1-a2)
= -k— ------------------    { E19 dS, + E , ,  dS9 } (A .14)
(| _ + d  Eq 1 2  1
Si milar ly  
R
d [ /  2 tu 2irRdR] U
R«s2
R„ ( S , - l )  2  ,
= U d [ 2irU - K  - J — _  < 1 - t t ' T V  Js,2 ( i - + i t +2)'2 ' n 2 ■' "2
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2ttR9 V U U (S9- l )  (1 -S J2 d c _  2 _  { 1 _ —   } -]
(1_ + i )  V V S /  ( - - +  2)
2 2
2ttR 2V2 U U (S9-2) 2 ( 1 - S j
~ 1— -- - - - - - - - - - { -  -  C — ^3—  + - i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j -  1 dS2
( i - + 1 ) V V S23 ( 1 - + 2 )  S23
(S2- l )  (1-S2) _ (1-a2)
_ 2  ^ 1 " / I  + F (E1 dSl + E2 dS2^  }
2 + 2) E0
2uR 2V2 U
( 1 _ + ^  y {E14 dSl + E15 dS2} (A,15)
n2
Also,
R0 o 9 2nR 2 (S9- l )  U2 (1-S2)
d [ /  2 u /  2uRdR ] =--------------- --d [ — ^ —  -o  { 1 -  - * --------  }]
%  2 % + , )  ^ v ^ r 7 ’
( 1 - a 2 ) 2 irR ,2 V 2  -(1-ci2) 2 ( 1 - S , )
= ----------  - j r ^   <   C (S?-2) + ]  dS2
E0 % + 1 )  S2 E0 % + 2 )
2(S9-1) (1-S?) (1-a2)
- — h^ ~  C 1 -  72-77,] — ■ ( e , is, ♦ e2 ds2) )
2 {i q  * 2 )  o
V22ttR 2 (1-a2)
=  2_   {E dS, + E17 dS9} (A.16)
(2 _ + 1 )  Eq 16 1 17 2
2 2Dividing Equations (3.45) and (3.46) by pV TrDh and using Equations
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(A .13) to (A .16), we obtain
-0.678H, U6 * *  -0.268 U 2 R,
-0.123*10 1 (— ■— ) ( - )  2 —  d (—  )
V Dh Dh
2 R 2 1 (1-a2) 2
+ a r r  (r r " 1 } { — r r  (Ei dsi + E2 dV  }
Uh i o
2s o n  2  2-  ( 1 - c T )  2 R a
f -  7 r - T 7  [ £10 dsi + En  dS2^
Eo V
R,2 a2 (1-a2)
+ 2 - S -   [E , .  dS, + E „  dS-] (A.17)
^ + 1 > Eo 1
and 
-0.678Ho U S „ * *  -0.268 „2 2R— vj*u/or i r t U i t u u  || v
-0.123*10 2 (— 2— ) %  —  d (2-)
V2 0h Dh
R 2 1 U U -2R,2 1 U
+ — (1 - — *■) — d (—) = ----- *—  1 . “  t E-J4 dSj + dSgj
0 2 s /  V V D 2 i - +  1 V 14  1h 2 n r>2
2R 2  ( 1 - a 2 ) 1
+ i r~ ,72~T7 TCE16 dSl + e 17 dS2] (A-18)
Dh Eo < ^ + 1 )
AI so,
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R1s = — -  
1 R6
■R,
=> dSl = R. R
1 sr 5i
d61 =
-S1d(S1/Dh)
-S1d(51/Dh)
61
E18 d ( W  (A’ 19 a)
R9 Rn 1
S2 = —  => dS2 =R—  d(fi2)
2 2 2
S2 d (62/Dh)
(R2“62)/Dh
S2 d 6^2/ [V
1 S2 
^2(l-a )"“ D ^
= Eig d (62/Dh)
Using Equations (A.10) and (A.19) in Equations (A.17) and (A.18), 
Equations (A.17) and (A.18) may be written as
G. - 4 -  (6 , /D . )  + G? —  ( V Dh> = G1
1 dx 1 n d dx * n
G4 ^  <VDh> + G5 ~  < W  '  G6
(A.19 b)
(3.48)
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1 ( l + a ) E -  (1+ct) E,
T = — ---------  +-------------
1 4 ( 1 - a )  Eq 4Eq
2
( l + a ) E 5  ( 1+ a )  E2
4 ( 1 - a )  Eq 4Eq
a ( 1 - S , )  1 ( 1 - S J
E ,  =    i    [  1 -  n----- 1-----
6 2(1-a) S, ( ^ + 1 )I n1 n1
1 ( 1 - S , )
" 2   [  1 "  ~ 2— — J  }(— + 1) (— + 2
nl "l
1 (S?- l )  1 (S?- l )  ■
E   L —  {    [  1 + ---------
2 ( l -a )  S22 ( J L + , )  ( i - + 2)
% + 1 > % + 2 )
( l + s j  1 (1 -S J
E = { -------3--------- =j----------- [ 1 - ] )
8 2 ( ; r + l )  ( ~ + 2)
1 nl
1 (1-S,)  1 (1 -SJ
n  [ 1 - -T— L  3 - —  [ 1 -  -7— i -
(r + 1 )  (^ ~ + 2 )  (r - + 1 )  (f " + 2 )nl nl nl nl
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( S . + l )  1 ( S . - l )
E = { — i ------------,--------  C 1 +  ] }
9 2  ( ; r + i )  ( ; r + 2 )
2 2
1 (S?-1) 1 (S?- l )
{ n   C i + - r  ] " o [ i + - r --------- 3 >
( t t + 1 )  ( t t + 2) < ^ + 1 )  {t t + 2 )n2 2 2 2
- 0 . 6 7 8 E R ( 1 - a 2 ) - 0 . 2 6 8
T3 = - 0 . 1 2 3 * 1 0  0 (   Re Eg ) *
E0
( 1 - a 2 ) a - 0 . 6 7 8 Eq ( 1 - a 2 ) - 0 . 2 6 8
    -  0 . 1 2 3 * 1 0  y ( --------------- Re E?)
Eo E0
( 1 - a 2 ) 1
*    _____
Eq ( 1 - a )
( 1 - a 2 ) 2 ( 1 - S 1 ) ( 1 -S- , )  ( 1 - S ^  ( 1 - a 2 )
E-Ei n = --------- E(S,  -2 )  + ,  L .  ]  J -  [  1 -  ,  ]   u,
10 C 3 r 1 /_]_ + 2 1  S (-— + 2) E
S1 E0 n l  1 n l  0
El l :
-(1-a ) (i-s1) ( 1 - S 1 )
■o °1
{ 1 -  - s ■ > e 2
(—  + 2 ) 2 n-, '
Ei n =
(1 -a2)
12 S 3 Ebl Lo
2 ( 1 - S  )
[  ( S , - 2 )  + - 2 ---------------]
1 (—  + 2 ) 
nl
- 2 (1  -S- j ) ( 1 - a 2 )
C 1 -
(i-s1)
•o
]  E.
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- 0 .678Ep (1-a2) -0.268 a(l+a).
G = - 0.123*10 (   Re E,) *  ----------
3 Eo 6 E0
s . r _ ? _____  E16 ~2 E14 , ^  E1
4 4 ( l - a ) 2 ( f - + 1 )  4 ( l - a) 2 4 -  + 1) E0 4(1- a)2
2 2
1 E1S
*  ( 1  H I  T
S2 4 ( 1- a )
G ,  = [  p i  2M —  * —  E2 < 1 -  '-J  ) ]  - ^ - 2
5 ^  E0 2 E2 4' 1' “ >2
- 0 . 678Eq (1 -a2) -0.268 (]+a)
Gc = -0.123*10 a--- (------------- Re Ey ) *  ---------
o f E
L0 0
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A,3 Entr.y-region Pipe Flows
Equations (3.56) and (3.57) are non-dimensionalizing as 
follows:
r  ^ — 5U n +  _  n 1!  v -  21
v ’ 0 0 v ’ D
y+ = y £
U
We have
dp = [ i  P d' { / °  u+3 u*3 R0 (1 - £  ) dy+ ^  }
„RQ2V 2 Rq °  R0+
.  dx , °  (, .  i d  ) SUL i  R „  .  i _  , dy+ v _  j
w 5+ 6 dy+ y 0 Rq u
which can be written as
d£ 2_ d £ u ! i  °  u+3 (1 .  £ ,  dy+ ]
PV Re V Rq+ Rq
.  4 dx (1 - 4 )  ^ 4  0  - 4 - } dy+ ]
VJ S+ 6 dy Rq+
Also
Rn Rn-6  R0
/  u u 2irRdR = /  u u 2irRdR + /  u u 2irRdR = AV
0 0 Rq~<5
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■ tRo2v
« 0 P
= ttU (Rq -  5) -  /  U 2tt (Rq - y) dy = ttRq^V
6
= ttU Rn2 ( 1 -  — . ) 2 - 2u f °  u+ u* R0 (1 -  £ - +) dy+ \
°  R0+ ° R0
= uRq2V ( A . 21)
Dividing Equation (A.21) by tt Rq v , we obtain
+ n 11 &  ^2
umax R0 (1 -
0 + . Rnv 2R V -i -I
- 2  /  u**" (1 - — ) dy = — — = - 5 -  • i  = 1  Re 
6 +  Rq+  v  v
or
-  C x  ^  -  f + >2 + u+ o  -  S >  d* + -  - 1 Re
or
Ro 6 Ro
L  U+ (, d/  = - ? Re + V x ^ ( i  - f + ) 2
{ Rq L Q
Equation (3.57) can be written as
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+ / „  5+ \ 2 p 1 r ,R0+ +3 *3 n+ v v .D+ ,— ( 2 - v) u u R *  *  ^  1
R *  0 u u0
t  V .v . 0+ n  A  du+ Tw _v-2R0 -3T dX /  Cl -  t+ )  T — —  JR -*■
u u 0 S dy p u
dy+ ]
u
which may be w rit ten ,  on rearranging, as Equation (3.58) .
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
» A T  F I  V  X X X A X X X X X X  A N A N O
t h i s  p r o g r a m  p r e d i c t s  f l o *  c h a r a c t e r i s t s  f o r  h y d r o d y n a m i c  
d e v e l o p i n g  l a m i n a e  f l q *  t h r o u g h  a  c o n c e n t r i c  a n n u u u s  
s i m p l i f i e d  M O D E L
T H E  R A T I O  O F  * A t _ L  L A Y E R  T H I C X N c S S  I S  A S S U M E D  T O  3 E  A C O N S T A N T  
V A L J S  F O R  A L L  A X  I  A l  P O S I T I O N S  A N D  c O u A L  T O  T H E  V A u U E  F u r *  F u L L Y  
D E V E L O P E D  F u O  *
IMPLICIT REAL»a (A-H.CJ-Z)
0 I MENS ION aaaI 200 I . rFFI  2 00 I . YI 200 > . AC I 200) , AO(20 0) . TI (20 0 1 * TO( 200) 
1.0P(200>.U<2GO).YA(200).ZA1200)
01 MENS ION XA GIAU ) *rA I AO I «J A (40 I • 3AI*0)  . 2 ( 2 0 0 ) . CA(40)
DIMENSION P(40 ) .T IA (+0 ) .TO A(40) .Q PA(50 ) .U A(40 )  »FKi A O ) .U l (A O . l )  ).YA 
tG<A0).RA8<A0. I I )  .ALCIAO) .ALOUOI .ALX(AO)
r e a l  p i  c a o ) .  r u i  ( 4 0  ) . t o a i i a o  ) . o p a i  ( a o ) .  u a  i  ( a o ) . f a i  ( a o > . s a i  ( a o ) . d a i
1 ( 4 0 ) .CA l (AO ) . X AOl( AO).ALDA(AO).ALCA(AO).ALXA(AO)
R = O . S
FM=-2. OOGO*OLOG(R) / < I . 0000-R*R)
H99=OSORT( ( I  . 0  0 0 0 - R  *R ) / C- 2  .  QOOO*QuOG( R ) > )
R 9 8  = ( S 9 4 - f t > /  ( I  . - R 9 9 ) «  I  .  / R
A M-= I .000 1
N = 1  9 9
NN=N+ 1
A N  =  N
A XI = ( F M- AM > /  AN 
[AXI=A<1«10 , Q»*o.Q 
IFM= rM «1C. u» *o .0 
IAM=AM«10.0**6.0
K = 0
DO 7 L = 1A W . I F M . 1 Ax 1
F =L
F =F/IOOOOOO.OOOO
8=1 . 00 00/1 R'Jot 1 .ODOO-R9 8 /FHO  .5000 )«*2.0D03
a i = i  .oooo/a
A2=l.OOOO/F 
A A—OLO G( F i
a 3 = D l O g ( a  >
A 1 t = 1 . 0000-8+AS 
A 12=0.5000-0.5 00 0 * 3 * 8 +8*A3
A 1 3=5 . 0 0 0  0 / 6 . 0  00 0-d + 0.50CO»B*e—B**3.0D00/3.0D0 0+3*3-*A3-3*A3*A3 
a ia=7.  oo0 0 / 3 . 0 0 0 0 - 2 . o o o o * a - o . 75 0 oo*a*a + 2 .o o 0 0 * 8 * * 3 . 0 0 0 0 / 3 . oooo-a»■* 
14.00 00 /4 .000 0+a*AS»( J . O O O O - l .5000»a+8»BI- I .500  0*a*a*A3»A3t3*Ao«»3 
A 15=I . ODOO-F +A4 
Al6=0.S000-a.S000*F*F+F*A4
A I 7=5. ODOO/6 .ODOO-F+0.3DC0*F*F-F**3.0O00/3.0D0O+F*F*A4-F*A4*A4 
Aia=7.00 00/3.0DOO-2.JOOO*F-0.7 5DOO*F*F+2.0000*F**3.00uO/3.GDCG-F**
1A.OOOO /A.OOOO+r*A***( 3.0000-1 .5000 «F+F*F )-1 .5 *  F*F*A4*A4+F*A4**3
A 19=Al * ( - 8  +3.0000*A12/A1 l t 3 . 0 0 0 0 * A l S / l A l  I *A11 J+A14/1A I 1 * »311 
A 20= A2*{-F+3.0DOO*A16/A15+3.COOO*A17/(AIS*A15>+Ald/(AIS**3>) 
A2l= l l .ODOO/5.0DOO-3.0 000*3+1.5000*3*8—3 * * 3 . OD0 0 / 3 . OD00+A3 
A22=A21/(8*A1 1*A11>
A 23=1 1 ,0D0 0/6.0O00-3.0D00»F + l . SO00*F*F-F+*3.00 0 0 / 3 . OOGO+A4
A2S=R*R*( 1 .000 0 -B?**2 .00  00*F*A15 
A 26=3*( F - l  .OOGO>«*2.GOOG+Al 1
A27=2.0000*(1.0000-R*R)*8*F*A11*A1S/(A2S-A26) 
A28=-«*H*A19*A27/2.0000+ A27*A20/2.+R*S*A22-A24 
A29=1.0000-B *8+4 .000O * ( B -  1 . 00001-2 .GOO 0* AS 
A30=(-2 .0000*(  B— I . O O O O  >+A27*A2 9/Al  W /A l  1 
A 31 = I . 0000-F*F+4.00 0 0 * ( F - l . 00001-2.0 00 0 *A4 
A 32= + ( 2 .0000+( F - l  .0000)-A27»A3 1/A15)/A1S 
A33=( — 1 .ODOO + A I ) /A l  1
A3A=3.OOOO * A I 2 / A l 1 * ( Al1/A12-A33)
A36=— L . ODCO+2 . OOOO* B-U*8 + 2 . OOOO*( B - 1 . OOOO ) *A 3 -A3*AS 
A36=3.ODOO*Al3 /<A l l *A l l ) * (A35/A l3 -2 .ODOO+A33)
A37=l.  0000-3.0 000*3+3.0000*8*3 -8*=3.0000 + 3.0000 = A3 «( I .  00 0 0 - 2 . OOOO* 
2a+a»3-3+A3)+A3*A3+(3.UOOO+A3)
A38= A I A/Al 1 * * 3 *<a37/AI-.-J.OOOO*A33)
A39=Al« ( ( - 1 .OOGG+A3A+A3d+A33)/A19-l.DOOO>
A AO = A 2  5 - 4 2 0
A A 1= A 1 +A33+2 .0000+A25/ ( ( 1.0 0 00-8 I *A 4 J ) +A26/A40»I A I+AJ3)
A A2 = i -  I .OOOO + A21/AI 5
AA3=A2 + AA2-2 . OOOO* A26 / (  ( 1 .0 OOO-F I mAA0 ) - A25 / A 40 *( A2+A A2)
A44 = 3. OOOO * A 1 6/A 18*1 A 1 S/A 16-442)
A 45=— I . GOG0+2.0O00*F-F*F+2.3OC0*(F-l  .OOOO I«A4-44*AA 
A40=3. 000 0*4 I 7 / 1  A 1 5* A IS) »( A 4 5 /A 1 7-2.000044421
447=1. OOOO-j .0 00 0*F+3.0000«F«F-F**3.00GO+3.0000*Am*( 1 .00 0 0-2 . OOOO* 
2F+F»F-F*AM).-AM*A-**(3.0000 + A4>
A4 3= A 1 a /A 15* *3 * (  A A 7 / Ald-3.00CO*AA2 )
449=42• ( (-1.0D00+A44*AA8+A43>/A2G-I.0000)
A 50=-3 .000 04-3. OOOO *B-a*6+Al
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A 5 1 = a 5 0 / A 2 1 - a i - 2 . 0 0 0 0 * a 3 3  
A S 2 - = - 3  . 0 0 0  0 + 3 .  O O O O + F - r  + F + A 2  
A 5 3 - A S  2 / A 2 3 - A 2 - 2 .  0 0 0  0 * A 4  2
A 5 4  =  - R * R * A 1 9 * A 2 7 * ( A 3 9 - + A 4 l ) / 2 . 0 O 0  0 + A 2 3 * A 2 7 * A 4 l / 2 . G O G 0 - + R * R * A 5 l « A 2 2  
A 5 5 - = - 9  * R *  A l 5 « * 2 7 « A 4 3 / a . O O O O  +  A J 7 * A 2 0 * A 4 9 / 2  . 0 0 0 0 + A 2 0 + A 2 7  +  A +  3 / 2 . 0 0 0 0 -  
3  A 3 3 *  A 2  A 
A 3 6 = - R 9 S * ( 3 / F  » * * I  . 3 0 0 0
AS7 = A2 7 *1 ( A3 4+-2.0O00«A2a*A4 I )*A5 6-+<A55 + 2.G000*A2 3*4431 )✓ t A30 +4 32 )
A 3 3 = A 3  7 / ( 3 . 0 0 0 0 + 1  I . 0 0 0 0 - 9 0 * * 2 . 0 0  0 0  )
A 5 9 = I R * R * A 3  I  *  A 2 2  + 2 . O O O G * R * f l * A 2 2 * A 4 1 - 2 . 0 0 0 0 * 4 2 4 « A 4 1  ) * A 5 o  
A 6 0 =  2  .  OOOO * 9  * 9  * A 2 2  *  A A 3 - A 5 - 3 *  A 2  A - 2  . Q O O O * A 2 A * A A 3  
A 6 1 = I B - 1 . 0 0 0  0 ) / A l l - I F - 1 . O O O O I / A l S  
A 6 2 =  A 2 7 * A 2  7 * I A S 9 * A 6 0 )
A 6 3 =  A S  7
A 6 4  =  —A 6 2 / A 6 3  — 2 . 0 0 0 0 * A 2 7 * A 6 1
A 6 5 = - A 6 4 * A 6 3 / I 1 . 0 0 0 0 - R * R ) * 2 . 0 0 0 0
A 6 b = a . 0 0 0 0 * 1  I  . 0 0 0 0  — 9  ) *A6A/( 1 .0 0 0  0 + R I
K = *+ •  1
Y ( K ) = A S 3
Y A ( < I =  A o  S
O P I  <  ) =  A 6 6
a a H ( K ) = 8
F F F I  A )  = F
ADI<)=I 1 .0000/8* *0.3000-1 .OOOO)/12.OOOO*I 9 — 1 .0 00 0) >*<-R)
AC I < )  =  ( I  . 300 0—1.0OO0/F**Q.5C0C) * R / 1 2 . 0000*1R— 1 .0000) * ( —R )  ) 
u I K ) = A 2  7
print 7s.aaai*) .fffi«) .aoiki ,ac(k > .y < *) . u i k i
7 5  F O R M A T  ( I h  . 6 0 1 4 . 0 )
8£TI=A27*A27*(R*R*A2I/<B*AII*A11) - A23/(F*AI3+A15J) / ( 1 ,-R*R)
A L P l = A  2 7 *  * 3 * ( R * R • A I  9 - A 2  0  ) /  I I  . —R * R )
B E T C = ( A L P l + 2 . 1 / 3 .
7  C O N T I N U E
a 9 3 = i i . o o o o - a a a ( < ) + O L O C < B 8 3 ( K ) ) ) / i  ( a a 3 ( < ) - i . o o o o ) * u i < ) >
A 9 4  = ( 1  , O O O i 3 - F F F K I + i ) L O u ( F F F l < ) ) ) / (  ( F F F ( < > - 1  . 0 0 0 0 > * U ( < . ) )
0 0  8 0  I = 1 . <
a 9 6 =  l . o o o o - a a a u i + o L O G i B a a i  i > >
A 9 7 =  l . O O O O - F F F I  I ) + O L G G ( F F F (  I  ) )
Till )=(888II 1-1. 00001*0(1 ) * A93/A96 
TOIIl=(FFF(I)-1.OOOO > *UII)*A9A/A97
print ai.fffi i ) . a a a ii ) ,t i i i ) .  tc ii)
a i  F O R M A T  I 1 H  . 4 0 1 4 . 6 )  
a o  C u N T I N G E  
J  A 1 = 0  
J  A 2  =  0
0 0  1 0 1  N d U l O . N N . l O  
A A 1 =  0 • OOOO 
8 8 1 = 0 . OOOO 
J 4 U J A  1 +1
< a i = 2 * j a i - i
N K 1  U N K 1 - 1
z 1 1 ) = y  ( l  )
ZINdlUYI NKi )
2 A I I ) = Y A ( I )
Z A{Ndl 1=YA( N< 1 )
O O  1 0 3  J I  1 = 2  . N K I  1 . 2  
Z U 1  1 ) = 4 . 0 0 3 0 * Y I J U 1  
Z A I J 1 I ) = Y A I J l l ) * A .
1 0 3  C O N T I N U E
O C  1 0 4  J  t 2  =  3 •  N K  1 I  . 2  
Z ( J 1 2 ) = 2 . 0 0 0  0 * Y ( J 1 2 )
Z A I J 1 2  ) = Y A ( J 1 2 ) * 2 .
104 CONTINUE
0 0  1 0 2  J U l . N d l  
A A U Z 1  J 1  l + A A l  
3  8 1  = z a i j i ) * a a  i
KAI=J1 
102 CONTINUE
X A G U 3  I ) =  A A  1 * A < 1 / 3 . 0 0 0 0
p  i  k b i ) = a a i « a k  t / 3 .
F A ( < a i ) = F F F ( K i l l  
8 A U 3 1  ) = S 8 8 (  < A  1 )
O A 1 <  a  1 ) = A O ( K A  I  )
C A I  < 3  I  1 =  AC ( I A  1 )
T l A l d a i  ) =  T I I  < A  I )
TGA(<81 ) = TOI <A 1 )
O P A I < 3  1 > = O P (  <  A 1 )
U A I < 5 1  l A J I X A  1 J 
J S U J A  1 
1 0 1  C O N T I N U E
0 0  2 0  1 N<  2  =  1 o ■ N N . 1 0
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A A2=0 .OOOO 
332= 0. OOOO 
J A2= JA2+I 
<32=2* JA2 
N<21=N <2—1 
Z 1 1 i =  y i i i
2 INK2 ) =y CN<2 }
ZAt 1 )= V A < 1 )
ZA(N<2 )=YA(N<2 )
OO 200 J21=2.N<21.2 
2(J21)=4.0000«YIJ21I 
2A< J21 > =4 . *Y A ( J2 1 1 
203 CONTINUE
0 0  20A J22=3.N<21.2
Z(U221=2.GOOO*Y(J22J 
Z A l J22)=2.*YA(J2 2)
2 04 CONTINUE
OO 202 J 2=1.N<2 
A A2 =21 J2 1 4-AA2 
BB2=2A<J2J +BB2 
KA2=J2 
20 2 CONTINUE
X AG (<62)=AA2 * AKl/3«OOOO 
P(<32)=BB2 *A<1/3.
F A(< 32 )=FFF( <A2>
3 A(< 32 )=6B dI<A2)
041 02 )=A0(<A2 I 
CA(<B21 = AC(<A 2 )
TIA(<82 > = T I < <A2»
TOA( <B2)=TU« <421 
OPA(<32)=OP(<A2)
UA(<82 )=U1<A2 1 
J 82= JA 2 
20 I CONT INUc
JC=JBI + JB2
ARl0 = b4.0L>00*< 1 .OOOO-Rl * *2 » OO 00/ ( I .0D00+R*R*(1 .0000-S4RI /OLOG( R ) )
00 300 J3=I.JC
P<(J3)rPIj3)-AR10*X4GIJ3)
ALXl J3 ) =OLCG( XAOIJ31 1 
AlOl J31=OLDO(041JJI )
AI_C( J3 ) =OUOG I CA( J3) )
Y AG ( J3 ) = X A G ( J3 1*4..3000
PRINT 310.FA I J31 .5A(J3).DACJ31,CA< J3) .XAGIJ3) .PKU3) .YAG< J3)
310 FORMAT (IH .7014.61
300 CONTINUE
DO 301 J3=1.JC
PRINT 320.FAIJ31 .3A( J3) .PIJ3) .T1AI J3) .TOA(j3).OPA(J3) .UAI J3I .XAGIJ 
13).P<(J3I 
320 FORMAT (IH .<5014.61
301 CONTINUE 
JC=JC-I
OO 801 J=1.JC 
OO 800 1=5.100.6
H 1= I
HA=R + ( 1 .-R)*HUO .01 
R A A— H1 *0.0 1
RAl = R+2.0U00*OA(J)*{ 1 ,0000-R)
RA2=1.0000-2.OOOO *CA( J>*< 1 .OOCO-SJ
IFIRA.CE.R .AND. RA.LE.RA1) U I = < RA *R A-R *R-2 . *R A 1 *R A 1 *Oi_ CG ( R A/R ) 1 
l*UA(Jl/(RAl*RAl-R*R-2.*RAl*RAl*DLOG(RAl/Rl)
IF (RA .GE.RA1 .AND. RA .Lc . RA2I J1=UA(JJ
IF < RA . Gc . R A 2 .AND. RA .l_E. 1 .0030) U1 = ( R A *R4 -  1 . 0 D 0 0-2 . OO 00
2 = RA2 *RA2*Ol_OG ( RA ) 1 *UA 1 J 1/ ( RA2*RA2- 1 . 0000—2 . 0O0O*RA2*RA2*OLOG( RA2 ) ) 
PRINT 805.RAA. u 1 . YAG1 J ) . XAG<J )
305 FORMAT (IH .4014.6)
300 CONTINUE
301 CONTINUE 
STOP
c NO
SENTRY
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S J 0 8  mA T F I V  X X X X X X X X X X  S c c S A J
T H I S  P R O G R A M  P R E D I C T S  F L C m C H A S A C T E R I  3 T 3 F O R  H Y O R Q Q Y N A M I C  
D E V E L O P I N G  L A M I N A R  ? L G »  T H R O U G H  A C O N C E N T R I C  A N n U L u S  
G E N E R A L  M O D E L
T h e  A S S U M P T I O N  O F  A  C G N S T A n T R A T I O  O F  m a l l  L A Y E R  T H I C A N E S S  f o r  A L L  
A X I A L  L O C A T I O N S  MAS R E L A X E O  I N  T H I S  F L O m m O O E L  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L M S  ( A - H . O - m )
e x t e r n a l  v e c t o r  
R E A L M 8  Y ( 2 5 )  .  t i a s i  . O Y 1 2 S  1
R E A L » 8  8 A I  5 0  0  I . F A I  5 0 0  1 . U A I S O O  ) . X A G  1 5  0 0 1  
C OMMON  d - F . C 5 . 0 S
C C M MON h . G 1 . u 2 . u O f M A . r M . F M 2 . F U G  
C OMMON  A 1 3 . Ml. m 2 . m 3  
C O M M O N  A l  , 3 1  . A 4 . S u .  A l l . a u  
0 0  I  A < = 1  . 5  
GO T O l l . 2 . d . 4 . 5 ) . <
1 C O N T I N U E  
R = 0 . 0 5  
MC = 0.0 00050 
w F  =  2 1 . 5 6 7  
m K = 0 . 8  3 0  
GO T O  1 0
2  C C N T  I N U E  
H =  0 . 5 0 0 0  
M C = 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 2  
* F = 2 3 . 8 1 3
w k = o  . 6 a a  
GO TO 10
3  C O N T I N U E  
P = 0 . 7 3 2  
wC =  0 . 0  0 0 0 3 0  
w F = 2 2 .  - 367 
M K = 0  . 6  7 a  
GO T O  1 0
A C O N T I N U E  
R = 0 . 7 S  
» C =  0  . 0  0 0 0 3 0  
m F = 2 2 . 9 6 7  
» X —0 . 6 7 3  
GC T O  1 0  
5  C O N T I N U EP = 0 . t
M C = 0 . 0 0 0 0 » 3  
m F= 2 2 . 3 A 3  
■ K - 0  . 7  3 A  
GC T O 1 0  
1 0  C O N T I N U E
G l = » . 0 0 0 0 « l l . 0  0 0  0 - R » » » 2 . 0 0 0 0  
G 2  =  R M R / 1 2 . 0 0 0 0 * 0 1  )
G 3 = l  . 0  O O O / G l  
G A = 0 . S 0 0 0 / I 1 . O D O O - R M R 1  
F M = - 2 . 0 0 0 J * O L u 5 1 S ) / l 1 , 0 D O O - R » R )
F M2 = 0 .  5 0  0 0 / 1  1 . OOOO — R )
F W 3 = R »  F M2  
N 1 — I 0  
N —3
N N = 2  0 0  
A N N= 2 0 0  .
NN1  =  5 0  0
8 0 1 = 0 . 5 * < 1 . / F M * * 0 . 5 - R J / ( l . - R )
8 0 2 = 0 .  5 * I I . - 1  , / F M m m O . 5 1 /  I I  . - R >
J = 2 8 0 0  » 1=J 
M 2  =  J  
M 3 = J  
A B = 0  .
X =  A 3y 111 =4 a 
y  < 2 i = a  a
Y (3)=A 0 
2 1=0 .0 000 I 
00 11 [=1.NN1
C START OF RUNGE-XUTTa INTEGRATION ROUTINE
CALL RK5ESIX.Y.DY.2 I.N.VECTOR I 
A Y = Y It 1 +Y ( 2 1 
FJPUY I 3 I / I A . «X )
F A P 2  =  3 . A A / x m * 0 . 5 Y I * . < / ( A . * X ) * » F - 3 . A A / X * * 0 . 5 ) / I I  . t « C / * « » 2 . )
8  A I  I 1 =  8  
F A I  I ) =  F 
U A I I ) = A 1 3
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25 I
I 6
I 1 
1 S I 2
23
24
240
230
22
25 
1 4
X AG1 I ) 3X 
T1=A 13 *C5 
T 2 = A I 3 *05 
RR=Y(1)/Y{2)
N2=I
*RIT E(5*251) Y(l).Y(2).Y(3>.X.SR.A13,FAPl.FAP2.Tl.T2
F0PMAT11H .10012.5)aeri=Ai 3*ai3*(r*r*aa/ o *a i»a i i - ba/ ( f*b i «a i ) ) / ( i . -r*r) 
acpi=ai3»*3*ia*R*Aii-aii ) /  ( l . - r*r)
BETC=(ACPI+2.)/3.
•RITE!o.16) 3ETI.ACPI.3ETC 
FORMAT ( 1 H .30 14.6 )
IF (M2 .GE. 100) 21=0.0001
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE
00 22 I l = S . l 00.5 
OO 23 12=1 .9
A I 1=I 1
A12=AI1*0.01 R2=A12*1 1 . -R ) + R
Ol=R/a A< 12)* *0 .5 
02=1./FAI12)4=0.5
IF 1G2 .IT. Ol) U1 = UA 1 I 2 ) »BA( 12)«< 1R2/R)«»2 .-I .-2.*DCOG(R2/R)/3AI I 
U2 ) )/( 1 .-BA < I 2 ) +OCOGI BA(I 2) ) )
IF(R2 .GE. Ol .ANO. R 2 .CE. 02) U1=UA(I2)
IF (R2 .GT. 02) UI=FA( 12)*UA( I 2)*( R2 = *2.-1 .-2.*OcCG(R2)/FA<I 2) )/( I 
1 .-FA 112)FOLOulFA( 1 2 ) ) )
XA=4.* { 1 . -ft) * *2 . «XAG( 12)
*RIT£( 6.24)R2.XAG( 12) .U1 .XA.AI2 
CONTINUE
FORMAT(IH .5014.6)
00 230 I 2 = N1 .N2.N1 
A I 1 = I 1
A 12=AI 1*0.01 
R 2 = A I 2 *( 1.-ft)+S 
Ot = R/B A< I 2)* *0 .5 
02=1 . / F A I  12) =*0.5
IF (R2 .LT. Ol) U1=UA( I 2)*8A( 12) *( ( R2/R)**2.-1 .-2.*DcOGl S2/P)/BA{1 
U2 ) )/I I . — BA 112 1 +OCQG i BA(I2I) )
IFIR2 ,GE. Ol .ANO. R 2 .CE. C2) U1=UA112)
IF (R2 .GT. 02) U1=FA( I 2)*UA< I 2) *( R2 = *2. — 1 •—2. *DLOG(R2>/FA(I 2 I )/( 11.-FA(I2)+DcOG(FA(I2>))
X A =4 . * (1 . -H ) * *2 . *X A G (12)
»RITE( 6.240) ft 2 « XA G( 12).Cl .XA.AI2 
FORMAT(IH ,5014.6)
CONTINUE 
CCNTINUE 
PRINT 25 
FORMAT(•1•)
CCNTINUE
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE VECTOR (X,Y.*.N)
IMPLICIT REAL*6 <A-H,0-»)
R E Ac *6 X. Y(25 ) . «<25)
COMMON B « F.C 5 « 05
COMMON R.ul*o2.u3,GA,FM.rM^tFM3 
COMMON A 13 • * 1 •*2 ,*3 
COMMUN A 1 . 31 . A4. 84 .A 1 1 .B1 1 
a=FM3* FM3/IF M3 + Y( I ) )**2F =F M2 * F m2 /  (FM2 -Y (2) ) * *2IF (X . E Q . 0 • ) * 1 1) =«iIF (X . eo. o . ) *( 2 ) = • 2IF (X .EO. 0 . ) *( 3)=* 3
IF (X . E Q . 0 . ) GO TO 1
C 1 = 1 . 0 000/B 
C2=l .0000/F 
C3=0CO G( B)
C4=0LQ5( F )
A 1 = 1 .0 DOO—3+C3 
3 1=1.0000-F+C4
A 2 = 5■0 0 0 0 / o . 0 0 0 0 - a  + 6J*3/2 .0000—8**3 . 000 0 / 3 . JOOO»3*(3-C3)«C3 
32= 5 .0000/0 .  OOOO—F+F *F/2 . 000 0 -F **3 .  0000/3.  OOOO *r «( h-CA I »C A 
A3= 7.0000/3 .0000-2.  0000*3-0 .75*3*8*2 .0000*8**3 .000 0/3 .0000-3**4 .00 
100/4.3000*3*1 3.0 00 0-1 .5000*3+3*3)*C3+3*<-1 .300 0*8+C3 ) *C3* C3 
33=7 .0000/3 .0000-2 .OOOO* F-0.7S*F*F * 2 . 0000*F*«3.0 0 0 0/3.00 0 0 -F *«<+ , 00 
100/4. OOOO+F* ( 3 .0000-1 ,5OC0*F+F*F)*C‘*+F«( - l  .5000*F+C4)*C4*C4 
A4=I 1 . 00 00/6 .OCOO—3.0000*3 + I . 5 0 0 0 *3 *3 -3 * * 3 .OO0 0 / 3 . COOO + C3
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34=11.0000/6.0000-3.0CG0*F+1.SC00*F*F-F**3.GOOC/3. 00 0 0+C4 
c s = i  - i  . a o o  o + a  i  / a i
0 5 s ( - I  . O O O O + F  1 / 3  1 
A 5 = ( - t  . 0 0 0 0 + 1 - G Q O O / B l / A l
a s = < - i . o o o o + i  .  c o o o / f i / a i  
A 6  =  0 . S O O O * ( 1  . O O O O - d * 0 1 + 3  +  C 3  
8  6 —0 . 5  0 0 0 * (  1 . O O Q G - r * F  1 + F  * C 4
a 8 = r * r * ( l . o o o o - a i **2  * f « a i - < f - i . o o o o j **2  < s » a i
A l l = ( - 3+3.GO00*A6 / AI+3.GC00* a2/CAI*4 11+4 3/141**311/8  
a 11=(-F+3.0000+86/3 1+3.0000*32/(31 *811 +a3/ (d1«*31 )/F 
A 13-= ( 2 .OOOO* 1 1 .0000-R *R1 »8*F*Al*0 l  J/A8 
Al 5= (1.0 00 0 -3 *8 1 +4 .0 00 0 *0 -1 .0 0 00 1 -2 .0000 + C3 
B 15= <1 . OOOO-F *FJ + 4 .00 00* (F - 1 .00001-2.0000*04
E 1 = - 2 . 0 0 0 0 * C 5 + R * R * A 1 3 * I C 1 - 1  . 0 0 0 0 > * ( A 1 5 / ( A I  * A l ) - B l d / <  3  1 * 8 1  1 ) / (  1 . 0 0 0  
1 0 - P * R l
F 1 =  4 . 0  0  0 0 * 0 3 + 2 . O O O O * I  I  . 0 0 0 0 - C 2  1 * A 1 3 * ( A  I  5 /  I A 1 * A  1 1 —3 1 5 / ( B 1 * B I  1 ) / (  1 . 0  
1 0 0 0 - R *  R 1 
A 7 =  —3 . ODOO + 3  . 0 0 0 0 * 3 - 3 * 8  + C 1 
B 7 = - 3 . 0  0 0  0 + 3 . 0  0 0  0 * F - F * F + C 2
A <4=-  ( I  . 0 0 0  0 - 8 1 * * 2  + 2 . 0 0 0 0 * 0 - 1  . 0 0 0 0 ) * C 3 - C 3 * C 3
B R = - ( F - 1  . 0 0 0 0 1 * * 2  + 2  . 0 0 0 0 * ( F  — 1 . 0 0 0 0 1  * C 4 - C 4 * C 4
A 1 0 = ( I  . 0 0 0 0 - 8 1  * * 3  * 3  .  0 0  CO * (  ( 1 .  0 0 0 0 - 8 1  * * 2  - 3 * C 3 1 « C 3  + (  3 . 0 0 0 0
I  + C 3 1  * C  3  * C 3
d  1 0 = ( 1  . O O O O - F 1 * * 3  + 3  . 0 0  C O * ( ( F -  1 . O O O O 1 * * 2  - F * C 4 1 * C 4 + ( 3 . O D 0 0
1 + C 4 1 * C 4 * C 4  
A 1 8 = 3 . O Q O O * A 6 * ( A l / A 6 —A S  1 /  A 1 
B i 8 = 3 . o o o o * a 6 * r a i / d 6 - a 5 i / 3 i
A 1 0 = 3  « O D O O *  A 2  * ( A 9 / A 2  — 2  . 0 0 0 0 * 4 5  1 / ( A 1 * A 1  1
a i <3 = 3 . 0 0 0 0 * a 2 * ( d ' i / d 2 - 2 . 0 0 0 0 * B S ) / ( B l * a i )
A 2 O = A 3 * ( A l O / A 3 - 3 . 0 D O O * A 5 1 / l A l * * 3 18 20= 83 * ( 810/33*3.0000 +  85 1 /  1 8  1 **31
A 2 l  =  ( ( -  I . 0 0 0 0 + A 1 8 + A  l ' J + A 2 0  1 /  ( A l  1 * 8 1  —C l  18 21 = ( I -1 .0 00 0 + a i3+a10 + 920 1/  (3l  1*F1-C2)A22 = Cl+AS+2.0000*R*W*( 1 .0000-81**2 *F*91/lAd*ll.0D00-Bll+8*(F-11.00001**2 *A1*(C1+A51/A3A23=C2 +85-2.0000*a*(F-l.00001**2 *Al/(A8*( l.OOOO-Fl)-R*R*( 1.00100-91**2 *F+B1*(C2+BSI/A8AP7=1.OOOO+0.5000*(l.0CCC-ai**2 /Al327=1 • OOCO+O.5000*(F — 1 .00001**2 /31A28=Al3*Cl B28=AI3*C2
A2<5= 1 .  0 0 0 0 + A  +  /  ( A 1 * A  1 1 
BP<3= 1 .  0 0 0 0  + B 4 / ( B 1 * B 1 1  
A 3 0  =  R *  R * A 1 1 
A 3  I =  G2  / F I  
3 3 1 = G 3 / F I
A 4  0 =  ( ( —0 . SO 0 0 * (  1 . 0 0 0 0  —B > * C l * C 5  + 1 . 0 0 0 0 1  + C 5 + ( - C l + A 2 2 1 * A 2 7  1 * A 2 d  
A 4 1 = A 2  7 * A 2 3 * A 2 8
A 4 2 = (  ( 2 . 0 0 0 0 * A 4 « C 5 « C 1 + A 7  1 / ( A 1 « A 1  1 + ( - C l  + 2 . 0 0 0 0 * 4 2 2 1 * 4 2 5 1 * 4 2 8  
A 4  3 = 2 . 0 0 0 0 * 4 2 3 * 4 2 5 * 4 2 3
A 4 4 =  A 1 3 * A l 3 * ( A 3 0  +  A 2 1 + 3  . 0 0 0 0 * A 5 2 * ( A 3 0  —d l  11  1 
A 4 5 = A l  3 * A 1 3 » ( — ( S I  1 * 8 2  1 1 + 3 . 0 0 0 0 * 4 2 3 * 1 A 3 0 —8 1  1 1 1 
A 4  6 = ( - A 4 0 + A 4 2 - G 4 * ( C 1 - 1 . 0 C 0 0 1 * A 4 4 1 * A 3 1  
A 4 7 = ( —A 4 1 +  A 4  3  — 0 4  * ( C l — I  . 0 0 0 0 1 * A 4 5 1 * A 3 1
A 4 8 =  ( ( —0 * 5 0  0  0  * (  1 . O O O O - F  1 * C 2 * D 5 + 1 . 0 D 0 0 ) * D 5 + ( —C 2 + A 2 3 1  + B 2 7  1 * 9 2 8
A 4 0 =  3 2 7 * 4 2 2 * 8 2 8  
A 5 0  =  2 . O O O O * A 2 2 * 8  2 9 * 9  2 8
A 5 1 = ( l  2  . O O O O  * 3 4 * 0 S * C 2  + 0 7  ) /  { 8  1 *  E I  ) + l - C 2 + 2 . 0 D 0 O * A 2 3 ) * B 2 S ( l * B 2 8  
A S 2 =  A 4  4  
A 5 3 = A 4  5
A 5 4 = ( A 4 0  — A S O  — G 4 * ( 1 . O O O O  — C 2  1 *  A S 2  1 * 8  3  1 
A 5 5 = ( A 4 8 —A S 1 —G 4 * ( I  • 0 O 0 0 - C 2  1 * A £ 3 1 * B 3 1  
A 5 6 = - 2  . 0 0 0 0 * 3 / ( F M 3  + Y ( 1 1 1
9  5 6 = 2 . * F / ( F M 2 - Y ( 2 I I  
A 5 7  =  4 5 6 * 1 4 6
A 5 8 = 8 5  6 * 4 4  7 
A 5 0 = 4 5 6 * 4 5 4  
4 6 0 = 3 5 6 * 4 5 5  
1 6 1 * 1 5 7 * 1 6  0— A 5  9  *  A 5  8* (1 1 = 1 A60— AS 8 1/161
*  ( 2  I =  ( 4 5 7 - 1 5 ^ 1 / A O I« < 31=A 13*I 111*156*.( 11+445*856**1211/1 1.-R*R) + 16.*(1.-R1*A13*A13*
I I  A 1 5 / 1  A 1 * A 1 ) - B l 5 / ( 6 1 * 6 1 1  l / (  1 » + R 1 
C C N T I N U E
R F T U R N
E N D
ScNTfiY
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SJOS »ATFI V XXXXXXXXXX A N ANO
THIS PROGRAM PREDICTS rLC* CHARACT ER IST 5 FOR HYDRODYNAMIC 
ENTRY-REGION TURBULENT FLO* THROUGH A CONCcpNTRIC A.NNULUS 
SIMPLIFIED MOOEL
THE RATIO OF * all lAYER THICKNESS IS'ASoUMEO TO 3S A CONSTANT
VALUE FDR ALL AXIAL PCSITICnS AND cOUAL TJ THE VALUE FOR FuL^Y
06VEL0PED FLO*
IMPLICIT R£al*3 IA-H.C-Z)
0 1 MENS ION daa(200>.FFF(200).Y(200>.ACl200) » AO 1 200) « u 1JOu >
01 MENS ION XAGI 40 ) .FA I 40 1 .6A I 43 ) .OA 1 A J ) . CA UO I .ZI20 0)
OIMENSION UA140)
0 I MENS ION U2 I I a >
0 I MENS I ON TI I 200) ,TOI 200 ) . T 13(AO ). TO 31 AO I
01 MENS I ON HI I 200).HOI 200 ) «H I 1 (40 )•HOI I AO)
REAL XAGI (40 ) .OA1 £ 40) .uA I I 40)
00 14 K9=l .2 
GOTO (1.2) . K9
1 CONTINUE 
S =0.06 50 
RE = 230 00 .
VNlsO.107 
VN2=0. 14 
GO TO 10
2 CONTINUE 
R = 0.50 1 
REsI42000 .
V N1 = 0. I 2 J 
VN2=0.129 
GO TO 10
10 CONTINUE
C1=16.OOOO 
C2=l1.OOOO 
AF1=0.00362000
FM=OSQRT1-2.ODOO*OlOG1R ) / 1 I .0000-R *R) )
Fm1=2.0000*1 l.OOOO-R)
N=199 
NN=N+1 
A N = N
A M=1 .0 1000
AK1- IFM— AMI/AN
lAKUAKIMO.Ono.O
1 FM=FM♦1O .0* *6.0 
I AM= AM*10.0**6.0 
K =0
AN1=VN1+I.0000
AN2=VN1+2.OOOO
AN3=2.00 00*VNl+1.0000
AN4= 2 .0000*VN1+2.00 00
A.NS— VN 2 + 1 .0000
AN6=VN2+2.ODOO
an7=2.OOO 0 * V N 2 + 1 .OOOO
AN3=2. OOOO *V N2 *2.OOOO
AMl = -2.0000/1 I .000041 .0000/VN1)
AM2=-2.0030/1 1 .0000+1 .0000/VN2)
A V) — AM1/VN1 
AV2=AM2/VN2
R90= <-R + l .0O00/FM)/( 1 .0000-1 .COCO/FM)
BM=F M* R
AL1 = 0.50 00-1 .0000/1 AN1*AN2)
AL2= 0. 5000 -( 1 . OOOO- 1 .0000/AN21/AN1 
AL3=1.uOOG/(AN1*AN2)-1.uOOO/<AN3«AN4)
Al 4=I 1 .0000-1 .0O00/AN2)/ANl-( 1 .OOO 0-1 .0000/AN4 )/AN3 
AL5=0 .500 0-1 .000 0/1 an5*ANo)
AL6=0.5000-1 I .000 0—1 .GCOC/ANo)/ANS 
AL 7=1.00 00/1ANS*ANo)-l.0O00/(AN7*An3)
AL8=I I .OOOO- I .OOOO/AN 6)/ANS-1 1 .0 000-1 .000 0/AN3)/AN 7 
AL9=(AH*aM+AL2)*lAL7*FM+AL3 1/( I AL3* 3M +AL 4 > * I ALP*r M+ALO > )
OO 7 La I AM. IFM.I AX 1
F =F/  1000000.0003
3—l.OOOO/l R90*l 1 .0000—1 .COOO/F )/R+ I.OOOO)
A 1 = 2 .0 0 CO*1 1 .000Q-3) / 1 3*3)
A2=2 .0 000 * 1F — I .0 00 0 ) /1F *F )
A 3=11.00 00-R)**AM1 
A4=1 l.OOOO-R )**AM2 
AS-C1 * *AV I 
A 7=RE * * AM 1 
A3 = C2* * A V 2 
A 10= R£ * *am2
A l l  = R*R*Al/AN3-R*R*l  I .0000 — 3 ) *A1/1 AN3«AN4) + 1.0 00 0 / lF * F ) - R * R / ( 3 * a ) '
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I A2/AN7 + < F-l.ODOOl*A2/(AN7*ANdl 
A 12 ( 1 .OJOQ-ai*Ai/( ANHAN2I + 1 .OOOQ/lr«p)-.»*9/(3«a)c
I A 2/ANS +<F-1.0000>*A2/(AN5*ANal 
A 13=( 1 . 0O0 0-R*H J/A I 2 
A 6= A 13•*(AMI + L .3000)I .OOOO)
A 14=-A5*A6*A7*( 1 .0000-3 1 «*A.'< 1 «<R/8 )»*ANl 
A 15=4 . 0 000*R* ( I .0 000-fi )✓ (2 . 000 C**AM I »AJ )
A l7=-Aa=A4*AI 0 *1F-l .OOOO ) »*AM2» C 1 . ODOO/F1** AM2 
Alda4.000Q«( I .OOOO-R)/I 2 .OOQO**AX2*AA)
A20=2.0000»<1.0000-A*R)/A12
A2l=R*R*<B-2.0OaGl/AN3-t-2.OO00*R*H*Cl.0OO0-3J/(A,N3*AN*>+A*R 
A22=l2.000 0-Fl/AN7+2.0000*<F-I.0 00a)/CAN7*AN3 1-I.0j0 0 
A23=A2 0*A2 1/S**3.00 00
A25=2.OOOO«Al3«l-2.GG0O*All +1 .OOOC-R*R1/A12
A26=R* A*(a-2.GOOOJ/AN1+2.0000*R*W*(1.0000-61/(AN1*AN21+A*R
A 2 7= A2 5*A2 6 / 3 * * 3 . OOOO
A 2 Q=(2.0  00 0— F 1/AN3 + 2 • OOOO*(F — 1 .0 0 0 0 ) / ( A N5 * A N6) — I .0000 
A29=A2 5*A2B/F* *3 .0000
A31=(K*<l.0O00-ai-R90*81/<R*F+R9O*<F-1.0GO01>
A3J=lA23*-A27 1*A3l+A24 + A25 
K - < +  I
A34=2 .0000* ( I . OOOO—R1
AO(H) = S»l I ,OOilO/8-l.OOOO)/A3«
AC < < 1=(1.OOOO—I . OOOO/ F1/A3A 
U(H)=A13
a 8 8 ( A i = a
A3s= i . oraoo-a
A36s( l .OOOO—A3S/AN2 1/ AN1 
A3 7=<I . GOGG-A35/AN41 / AN3 
A38=(l l .OOOO*3)/2.uOOO-A36)/ lA36-A37)
A39=A3 5* < A 36 — A371 / d
A40=RE *A39*A/(B*2.u3G0*( I .000 0-R)»
AA 1=F—I .0000
A 42=( I . OOO0+A * 1 /AN61 / ANS 
A 4 3 = l l . OOOOtAA1/AN8) /AN7
A 44= << F-fl .0000 1/2.0DOQ-A42 1/I AA2 —Aa3 1 
A45=A4 1 * ( A42—A431/F
A 46=S t »A4 3 /  ( F=2.0000*( 1 • OO 0 0 —R1 1 
TI1=-A14/(A13*A3*2.0Q00**AH1)
T 12=0. 1230 00*10.0O0 0«*< -C .673000«A38 1 * A40 * * <-0 .266000 J 
TG1 = -A1 7/ t  Al 3*A>**2.0OC0**AM21
T02=0.123O00*l0.0u00*«<-0.67d00G*A44 1*A4o**(-3.2680 00> 
A16=TI2*A13*4.00 00*R*(H-I.0000i 
A 19= TO 2 * A13=4 .0000=(R— I .00001 
A30 = A1 6 + A I 9 
A33= A3 2/ A3 O 
r  I K )  = A33 
T I < K 1 = T 12 
TOIK 1= T02 
NI(K 1=A3S HO<«C > = A44
T0I=R*A3S*l ( 1 .0000+B1/2.0DOO-A361/I2.0000*8**2 .OOOO*I 1 .^OCO-R) )
T 00= I = -  I .OOOO )*< IF-i-l .00001/2.0 00 0 -A 4 2 ) / (2 .00 00 *F * *2 .0 0 -o * (1  .OOOO I — A J 1
T X I  =  A 3  9  * R  / ( 2 • 0 0 0 0 * 3 * (  1 . O C O C - R )  1 
T W 0 = A 4  5 / ( 2 . 0  OO 0  *  F *  I I  . O O O O  —R 1 >
7 CONTINUE 
J Al =0 
J A2=0
00 101 NKI= 10.NN.10
AA 1 = 0 . OOOO
aai  = o . oooo
J A 1= JA 1*1KBl=2*JAl - l
iNK I I =NK 1 -  I
2 I 1 I = Y ( t 1
Z(NK1I=Y(NK1 1
00 103 J t 1 =2 • NKl 1 .22 (Jl  1 1 =4.0000*7 I J i l l
103 CONTINUE00 104 j 12 = 3 . N<1 I .2
Z(J121=2»0 OO 0 «Y(J12 J
104 continue
00 I 02 J1=1,NKI AAl= Z( j 1 I t l A l  <AI=Jl  
102 CONTINUE
r * *3 • 00 00
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XAGiO I l=AAl»A^l /3.0D0Q 
FAtXBl ]=FFrl  KA 1 Iaai kai > =aaa< <ah
OA(X5l l=AO(KAi>
c a k s i >3ac<<ai }
UAU31 )=U( < A 1 )
T 13 < 1X3 1 )-=T n  XA1)
TCUl<3 1 ) =TQ I KA 1 1 
H I 1 [ 143 1 )=H I I <A 1 1 
HO 1 (K3 1 > =n0( KA I ) 
j a i = j a i  
10 1 C QNT IN ue
QC 201 NK2-I6«NN«10 
A A 2  — 0 . OOOO
ss2=a.oooo
J A 2 —J A 2 T I 
KB2=2* JA2 
NK21=NK2-1 
i i i u r u i
ZINX2) = Y < NK2 >
00 203 J21=2iNK2I .2 
Z I 02 1 ) = 4 » 0 OO 0 * Y1J 2 I )
203 CONTINUE
OQ 2 04 J22=3.NK21.2
ZIJ22)=2.0 00 0«YIJ22)
2 OA CCNT [NUE
OO 202 J 2=1*NK2 
AA2=2I J2 t +AA2 
KA2SJ2 
202 CONTINUE
XAGIK3 2)=AA2*AK1/3.00 00 
F A(K 32 )=FFF< KA2)
BAIK32 >=BBBlKA2)
OA1X32 UAJ (< A2 1 
CAIKB2 ) —AC t KA2 )
U A(K32 > =U( KA2 )
T I 3( <3 21 — T I ( KA2)
T 03 I «.B2 ) —T Ol KA21 
M 1 1 i KB 2 I=H I ( < A 2)
HOI( X32)=nOIKA2)
J 82= JA 2 
20 1 CCNT IN UE
j  c=j  a i + ja 2
F l 0=0 A 1JC J *u A( JC)» T 13(JC)*2.0000 
F20 = UA < JC > *U A I JC»*TQ3( JC)*2.0000 
F30=F10*R+F20 
00 300 J3 = 1 . JC
F 1 = U A I  J 3  I * U A  ( J 3 >  « T 1 3 (  J 3  > » 2  . OOOO 
F 2 = 0  A < J 3 ) * U A ( J 3  ) * T 0 3 ( J 3 > * 2 . 0 0 0 0  
T I F = ( O A I J 3 I / U A I J C ) ) * * 2 . 0 C O 0 * T 1 2 ( J J I / T I 3 I J C J  
T 0 F = ( U A ( J 3 > / U A ( J C ) ) » * 2 . 0 0 0 0 * T 0 3 ( J 3 ) / T U 3  < J C )
F 15= < F I «R + F2 > /F30
PRINT 960.UA i JJ) . JA< J 3 ).  XAGIJ3) ,F 1 ,F 2 .T IF .T G F . f15
060 FORMAT l l h  . 8 0 1 4 . 0 , / )
300 CONTINUE
00 500 J=1 ,JC
XAG1 ( J )= X A 0( J )
OA 1 ( J ) =QA < j  i 
UAH Jl =UA I J)
500 CONTINUE
OC 22 12=2. J C . 2
OC 23 I 1 = 5 .95 .5  
A 11= 1 1
A 12= AI I *0 . 01 
R2=I . -A I 2=11 • —R )
Ofil= R/ < 3A( 12 ) )
0R2=l . /FAl  12 )
fi 20= < 1 .-0R2) / I 1. -R )
R 21 = ( 1 .—Oh I )/  ( I .— R )
IF < R2 • UT . OR 1 ) U 1 = (( R2-R) / ( S* < 1. /3  A I I 2 ) -  I . ) ) > «*VN1
IF ( r i Z . Gc . OR 1 . ANO . a 2 . u£ • OR 2 ) 0 1 = 1.
IF ( R2 • vj T «042) 0 1 = 1 ( 1 • — R2 ) /  ( 1 .-I ./FA 112)) ) «»VN2
U1=0 I *JA ( I 2 )
'•RITE (0.2 4) R2 .XAJi I 2 ) , U 1 . A I 2 . R 20 • R 2 I
24 FORMAT( IH .OOIA.O) 
2 3 CONTINUE 
2 2 C CNT IN UE
1 A CCNT INUE
STOP 
SNO
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MATFIV XXXXXXXXXX ANANC 
THI5 PRQG3AM PREDICTS FLO* CHAfiACTERI3TS FOR HYOROOYNAMIC 
ENTRY-REGIGN TLR6ULENT FLO* THROUGH A CONCENTRIC ANNULUS 
GENERAL MODEL
THE ASSUMPTION OF A CONSTANT RATIO OF aALL LAYER THICKNESS FOR ALA. 
AXIAL LOCATIONS MAS RELAXED IN THIS FLO* MODEL 
IMPLICIT REAL »3 (A-H.G-w)
EXTERNAL VECTOR
REAL*6 Y( 2S) .*123) , DYI 25 )
REALMS 3A I IOOO).FAI 1000) .UAl lOOQl.XAGtlOOO)
C OMMGN R.R 1 • RO.ANI ' AN 2 .ANO. ANA. ANS.ANO.AN7« ANO
C CMMON S. F .Cl . 6EI l . 3 E 2 l .R E . * l . i » 2 .« 300 I A K=1 .2
NN=I 00 0
J 1 =5
J2 = S
Z J=2 .«1 = 100 .* 2 =1 00  .
GO TO 1 1 .2 .3 . A .5 .6 .7  «3).K 
CONTINUE 
R=0.34 A 
RF=70a 00.
VN1=0.1176471 
VN2=0.1777770 
X=1.001
Y I 1J =0 .0233 
Y12)=0.0233 
GO TO 10 
CCNTInuE
0 = 0.53 I 
R E=142000.
Y N1 =0 .121 
VN2=0.120 
GO TO 10 
CONTINUE 
R=0.1003 
RE = 320 OOO.
VNI=0.080 
VN2=0. 1 AO 
X=0.6752
Y I 1 1=0 .00002
Y (2 ) =0 .00002 
GO TO 10 
C.ONT INUE
R=0.10 1 2 
RE = 157 OOO .
VN1=0.040 
VN2=0.14 5 
Xsl.081 
Y( I 1=0 .0179
Y < 2)=0 .0 170 
GO TO 10 
CONTIN UE
R = 0 . 02 39 
RF=531000. 
v n i=o .040
VN2=0.133 
X = 0 .52 23
Y < 1> =0 .007 4 
Y(2)=0.0074 
GO TO 10 
CCNTINUE 
R=0.433
RE = 230 00.
VN1=0.2147 
VN2= 0• 2477 
GO TO 10 
CCNT INUE 
R=0.1003 
RE=4S1000.
VNUO. 066 
VN2=0.130
x=0 .6752
YI 1 )=0 .00036 
Y(2)=0.00035 
GC TO 10 
CONT INUE 
R = 0 .06 S3 
R£ =230 00.
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VNI=0.121 
VN2=0.137 
GO TO 10 
10 CONTINUE
r  l - H / ( 2 . * 1  1 . -R ) 1 
H3=t . /  < 2.» ( 1 . -A I )
AN1 = I . / (  VN1+ I . )
AN2=1 . / (  VN 1 + 2 . )
A N 3 = l . / ( 2 .» V N l+ l . )
ANAS 1 ■ /  (2 • *VN L +2 • )
ANS— 1 . / (  VN2+ I . )
AN6-1 . / t VN2t2 . )
A N 7 = l . / ( 2 .» V N 2 t l . )
AN8= l . / ( 2 . * V N 2 + 2 . )
N = 2 
A8sQ .
X=AB 
Y ( 1 )—A 6 
Y(2 )= A0 
N 1 = 1 0
Z 1 = 0.0 0001 
OO 11 1=1.NN
C START OP R UN Gc-<UTTA INTEGRATION ROUTINE
CALL RKSES(X. Y ,OY. 1  I . N. V ECTGR)
B A(1 )=S
FAI I )  = F
UA([ ) =Cl
A Y = UA( I ) «»2-I  .
A Z = Y(1 IFYI2)
X AG< I > = X 
T 1= 8fc1 1 
T 2= 862 I 
Rfi=Y( 1 ) /Y l  2)
N2=l
-.RITE 16.251 ) Y( 1 > , Y ( 2 ) . Y ( 3 > . X ,RR. UA < I ) . T 1 . T2, AY 
251 FORMATIIH .9 D U .6 )
IF IAZ .GE. 0.5)  GO TO 12
IF (21 .GE . 0 . 03 ) 2 I = Z 1
IF (21 .GE. 0.03) GO TC 11
IF (N2 .EQ. J l )  21=21* 2 J
1F(N2 .EO. J l )  J1=J1+J2
1 1 C CNT I N ue 
12 CONTINUE
OO 22 I 2 = N1.N2.Nl 
00 2 3 11=5,95.5 
A I 1= I 1
AI2 = AI 1«0 . 01 
R 2=1 A 12*(1 .-R)
ORl =fi/ IBAI 12) >
0K2=1. /FA ( 12 )
R 20=(1 , -OR2)/ (  l . -R )
R 2 I =(1 . —ORl) / (  l . -R )
IF(R2 .LT. ORl) U1=( ( R2-R) /  (fi* (1 . / BA( I 2 )-1 .) ) ) »«VN1 
IF ( R2 .GE. ORl .ANO. R2 .l_E. 0R2) U) = l .
IF ( R2 .GT . O R 2 ) U I = ( < I . -R 2 ) /  I 1 . -1 . /F A ( I 2 ) ) ) » » VN2 
■ RITE lo .2A l  R2.XAG< I 2 ) . U I . A I 2 .R20. R2I 
24 FORMAT (IM ,60 14.6)
2 3 CONTINUE 
22 CONTINUE 
14 CONTINUE
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE V ECTOR( X . Y . a . N)
IMPLICIT REAG*a (A- r l .C -» )
REAL *3 X .YU5)  . . ( 2 5 )
COMMON P.Rl . R3.ANl «AN2 .AN3.AN4.AN5. An6 , AN7 «An6 
COMMON a .F .C l .BE l  I .3 = 2 I . RE .a l .A 2 .a3  
3 = f l l / (P IF Y l l  ) )
F = R3/ (  R3-Y(2 ) )
IF ( Y( I ) .EO. 0 . )  *(1)=«1
IF ( Y( 2) . E O  . 0. ) ■ I 2 >=«2
IF ( Y( I ) .EG. 0 . )  GO TC 7 
A 50=AN 1«( I . - (  1 . -6)  *4M2)
A 5 1 = AN 3 * ( 1 . - (  1 . -  3 > * A N 4 > 
a 50= AN 5« ( 1 . t- ( F- l  . ) « ANO )
8 5 I = An 7 * 1  1 .■ (F - l  • )* AN 3 )
H 1 = ( ( 1 . ■ B ) /  2 . —A50 ) / (  A50 — A51 )
H 2=( (Fy I . 1 / 2 .  — 35 0 ) / (  050 — 35 1 )
0 IS= RI M 1 . - 6 )  * I A 5 0— 45 I )/<B»8>
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0QS=R3 * ( F - l .  t«(aSO-aSl > /<F «F >
A ls 2 .« R*R* <1 .-61 «AoO/ (3 » a i+ 2 .« (F - l  .1 *050/' (F«FI-*1 . / (F *F ) -R*R / (3*B>  
c 1= t t . - r * r i / a  i 
OMt=(Cl*R5*OIS>**0.266 
0 )AQs ( C t *R£ »OGS J * *0 .266
1 CONTINUE
Gt=2.*R*R*(ANl *< 8 -2 .+2  . * (  I . -8  > *AN2 1-f I .  ) « l - l  . /R1J/8 
G2=2 .-* < ANS*< F - 2 . *2 . * ( I . -FHAN4 l + l .  ) * ( l . / H 3 1 / F  
G2=-G2
G 2 0 = R 1  * «  1 *  (  I  .  / < a * B ) - I  .  1 * C 1 * ( - C 1 / A I  )
3 6  I 2  s G  2 Q a G l  
8 6 1 3 = G 2 0 * G 2  
C 1 0 = ( 1 . - 8 1 / ( 3 * 8 )
C l l a ( F - l . l / ( F * F l  
C3SC10 *( I I . -a 1 * AN2)
C A-sC 10 * ( I • — ( 1 . —8 1*AN4 1 
CS=C11 *( l . + ( F - l . ) * A N 6 )
C 6=CI I * ( l  . *< F- I .  I * AN6 )
C 12= <- I . / R l 1/8  
Cl3s<I , /S3 ) / F
G3 = < 8-2.+2 .* <1.-B)*AN2)*C12 
GA=(B-2.-t-2.*l 1 .-8)«AN41*C12 
GSs( 2.-F + 2.«(F-I .J *ANe 1 *C13 
G6=(2.-F+2.*(F-l.)*ANai*Cl2
a £ l l= -0 . 1 2 3 * 1 0 . * *< - 0 .6 7 a * H l>  *2 . *R l«C l*C l /OM[
8E21=-0. I 2 3 * 1 0 . * * ( - 0 . 6  78*H2J * 2 . *R3*C1*C1/OMO
BEl4 = 2 . *R l *R l *C l *C l * ( l -G 3 *A M * G A * A N 3 ) - ( -C 3 *A N l+ 2 . *C ‘A*AN3)*Gl/Al )  
a61S=2 . * R l * R l * C l * C l * l - ( - C 3 * A N l * 2 . * C ‘**AN3)*G2/Al)
002 2s— R3*R 3*( 1 . — I • / ( F*F 1 )*C1*C 1* 1. /A l  
8622=8022*01 
8623s8022*G2
aE2A = 2 . *C1 *CI *R3*R3*(-G1 )* ( -CS*An5+2.*C6*AN7)/AI
BE2S = 2.*C1*C1*R3*R3*((-G£*ANS + G6*AiN7)- ( -C5*AnS+2. *C6*AN7 1 «G2 / A l l
ALl 1=06 I 4-86 12
AU12=86 IS-6E13
ALi3=ae i i
AL2l=8E2 a— BE2 2
AL22s0E25-a=23
AI_23=BE21
A60=AL22*AL1 1-Al 12*AL21
* < I ) =( Ai_i 3 * Al_ 2 2— Ac23 * Al. 1 2 ) / ( A6 0 >
»(2)=< AL l3 *AL 2 1-AL23*AL1 1 1 / ( -A601
7  C O N T I M U E• RITE(6.21 *( 1 1 .*( 2 I .a.F
2 FORMATI1H ,4014.6)
RETURN
6 NO
SENTRY
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dATFIV XXXXXXXXXX ANANO 
THIS PROGRAM PREDICTS FLCw CHARACT cR IS T 5 FOR TuRBULcNT Fl O'« IN THE 
E NT RY — REG I ON OF PIPES 
i m p l i c i t  realms ( a- h . c-»)
REALMS ALl<27S).AL2(275) .AL3(2 7S>.ax l27S) . jP<2 75).AYC2 75>.AZ(27S). 
M8YI27 5 ) .8 2 C27SI.011275) .U2(275).U3(275) 
real mb UC 1 C 2 7 5 ) . al A I 2 7 5 )
REALMS Y(2 5 > . a <25),OY( 2S)
REAL MQ UPM(1 1 
EXTERNAL VECTOR 
external rmbrgo 
common D.OO.EX 
COMMON 002 
COMMON VNl 
002=2.5 
EX=0 .36 
00=42.
VN1=1.
J I =0
RE=333000.
X X=0 .
PD1=0.
P02=0.
X 1=0
RX=1AO 00.
OO 1 J=SO.100000.50 
X l=X I +■ I 
A IN=20 0•
A K= 1 .
N = 1 
0 = J
NN=200 
A NN=NN 
A 8=0 .
Y ( 1 )=AB 
X=AB/0 
A X—AS/0
z I = ( 1 . -AX)/ANN
00 2 I = I .NN
START OF RUNGE-XUTTA INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
CALL RXSFS 1 X. Y. OY.2 I . N, VECTCP )
UPMI l ) =Y < l )
cx=x
UPI I ) = YI 1 ) 
a x < i >= x 
CONTINUE 
CONTIN UE
1 =0
CALL RMSRGO (AX.CX . 7. I . ANS*B.FX)
o i = a * o / o o
IF (01 .GE. 173.) OE=C.
IF <01 .GE. 173.) GO TO 11 
oe=oexp( - oi i
CONT INUE
IF < Oc .EQ. 1 . ) R3 = 0
IF < OS .EO. 1 . ) GO TO 1 8
AN EOOY VISCOSITY MOOEL IS ASSUMED
R 3 *3«( I . -3  1 »«VNl/( 1 . tE<«0*I  l . - l l  . - 8 l * » 2 l « l l  .+002*1 1 . - B 1 **2 I *(  I . -
IDE I/O. >
CONTINUE
F1=RE/» . -UPM< 1)mRX/2.
F X=— OM 8 M( 1 . - B mO/<2.mRK))*R3 
IF ( I ) 7 ,7 .6
CONTINUE 
F 2 = ANS /F I 
F 2=F 2 m 100.
OR = 0/R X
UC=2.MUPMt11MRX/RE
«RITE <6.S) O.RX.F2.UPMI I ) .OR.UC 
F CRM AT ( 1 rl i60U.PI
IF ( F 2 .GT. 100.0 .OR. F2 .LT. 99.9)00 TO 5
GO TO 10 
CCNTINUS
IF ( AX . GE. 2 . I GO TC 5 1
IF <F2 .GT. 100 .0 .OR. F2 .LE. 0 . )  GO TC 51
RX=RX-A IN 
GO TO 50 
CONTINUE
IF ( F2 .GT. 100 .0 .JR. F2 .LE. 0 . )  RX = RX♦A I N / <2 . mmAX)
IF t F2 .GT . 100.0 .JR. F2 .L=.  0 . )  GO TO 52
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IP ( F2 i LT • 99 .9 ) RK = R K-A I N/ ( 2 . * * A K  I 
52 CONTINUE 
AK = A K + 1 .
SO CONTINUE 
00 TO lo 
10 CONTINUE
IP ID .OH. SKI GO TO 1=
J l= J l + t  
A V ( I 1 -=0 .
B Y l l l sO .
1=0
22 CALL RM8RGO ( AX,CX.6 .  I .dNS■C. GX1 
D3=C*0/0D
IP 103 .GE. 173.) OF=0.
IF I 03 .GE. 173.) GO TO 20 
DF=D£xP(-03)
20 CCNTINUE
IF (OF .EO. 1 . ) R 5=0
IF (OF .EO. 1 . )  GO TO 23
R 5 =0 «( 1 . -C ) * * V N l / (  I . +EK«D*( 1 . - I1 ,-C) » * 2 ) * (  1 .+002 *( 1 .-C) *»2 > * I 1 . -
I OF 1/6. )
23 CONTINUE
G X = < l . -C ) * (1 . -C*DR) *RS 
IF ( I )  21.21.22
21 CCNTINUE 
A L = ( 2 . * 0 » ( 2 . - O R ) * a N S / R E + l . ) * 2 . * R K « R K  
AL1IJ1 ) = ( RK/RE)*»3*BNS
A L 2 ( J l )=URINN) *SK/AL 
AL3IJ1 ) = - 1 . / AL
AL4(J1 ) = —OFF ( 2 . —OR)/I RE * AL )
00 36 I =1 .NN
1 1=1+1
C 1=1 . - 8 X (  I ) # 0 R  
A Y < I 1 ) = UP( I ) »UP( I ) *C 1 8 Y < 1 I )= UP(I)**3=Cl
36 CONTINUE 
I 2 = 11 -  1
A211 )= AY( 1 )
A2< I 1 ) = AY I 1 1 )
8711 ) = 8Y( I >
8 2(11) =8Y( I I  >
OO 37 K=2.12.2 
A2(<) = 4.*AY(i<>
8 7 ( 0  =  4 .  » 8 T  I K )
37 CONTINUE 
13=12-1
00 38 L=3.13 .2  
A2(L) = 2.«AY( L)
82 I L ) = 2 .»RY(L)
38 CONTINUE 
BB1 = 0 •
A A I = 0 ,
00 1) M=1 . I 1 
A A 1 = A A 1 + A 2 ( M )
881 = 38 1+82 IM )
19 C ONT INUE
V1=UP(NN ) » < 0 * I l . - 0 . S * 0 R ) - R K / 2 . )
U1 ( J 1 ) =RE/A . +V I
U2< Jl ) =0*RX + A A l * 2 I /3 .
U 3 I J 1 ) s « K * S K « ( U P ( N N I * » 2 + V l - 0 * E 8 1 * 2 1 / 3 . )
UC1IJl>=UC*UC
IF ( Jl .EO. 1) GO TO 100
J 2 = JI -  1
U l l = U l ( J 2 + l ) - U l ( J 2 )
U 12 = U2(J2+11—U2IJ2)
U 1 3=U3 I J 2+1) -U3< J2)
A I 4= AL 1(J2+1 ) + AL1 ( J 2 )
A 15=AL 2( J 2 + 1 1+AL2CJ21 
A 1 6= AL3IJ2 + 1 ) + AL 31 J 2 )
A I 7= AL + ( J2 +1 ) ♦ Al  4 ( J 2 )
0PI = -UC1 < J 2+ I ) +UC 1 I J 2 )
PD1=P0l+OPl
O X=0 .5 »( A 15*UI 1 + A16*U12 + A17*U13)X X = XX + OX
0P2=l6.«U13/(RE»*2)«l . /RE+32.*A14»0X
P02=R02+0P2
«RITE(6.2S) J1(J2) .U2(J2) .U2(J2) .A4_1(J2) .AL2(J2)  .Al3 ( ,2 )  .AUK J2)
2 5 FORMAT (IH .7014.6)
100 CONTINUE
• RITE (6.24)  0 .R<.JC . XX. UPM( 1 ) . PCI .P02
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24 rOflHATIlH .7014.6./>
I  C O N T I N U E
1 S C O N T  I n u E 
S T O P  
E NO
S l j S R Q u T I N c  V E C T O R  ( X . y . « . N >
IMPLICIT SEAL. «d (A-H.C-Z)REAL. «a » ( 25 ) • Y( 25 1 .OY ( 25 1
C O M M O N  0 . 0 0 . E K
C O M M O N  0 0 2
C O M M O N  V N l
D 2 = X * Q / D 0
I F  1 0 2 . O F .  173.1 O e - C .
I F  ( 0 2 . O F .  1 7 3 . 1  G O  T O 1 2
D E = 0 £ X P < - 0 2  1
1 2  C O N T I N U E
IF ( X  . E Q .  0 . )  • ( 1 ) = 0
I F  ( X  .  E Q .  0  .  1 G O  T O  1 7
w ( I 1 =0 *< t . -X I  «*VN1/I I . *EK «C* < I . - (  1 . -X)  * * 2 1 * ( 1 . +002* < I . -X) *«2 >■*< 1 . -  ID£ 1 /6. 1 
17 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUSROUTINERMBRGDIA.S. ICRO. 1 .ANS.X.FX) ;REAL«8A.0,ANS.X.FX.T(2l ) , H .r 0 00
* a . c . r n . u . o . f : i = i + i ! G O T O ( i . 2 . 3 . 4 ) . i : i : c o n t i n u e : h = b - a ; x = a : r e t u r n ;  ooo 
2 f  a=f x: x=a; ke t u r n  : J ; t  ( 1 j = ( f a + f x i * o . 5 0 o : r n - = i . o o o  ; l p i  = i : i 2 : u = up i : l p  1 =0 0 0
«Lti; I F (L .GT . I ORO ) GOTO 7 JU=0 . OCO :C-H/< 2.000*RN) IX= 2.OOO *RN- 1.000;J=-000 
* i : t 3 : j A = j - * . 2 : i E ( j . Q T . < i G i j T C R : a : o  = j : i = 3 : x - A » o * c : R E T u R N ; A : U ' = - o + F x : G C T a i a o o
* 3 : q : t < l p i »  =  < u / r n + t ( l 1 ) *0  . s o o  ; f = 1 . 0 0 0 : o o 1 4 j = 1 . l : k = l p i - j : f  = » . o o o * p :  o o o
14 T(XlsT(<+l I+IT1K + 1 )-TUIl/(F-l .000 I I RN= 2.000«R.n ; qOTGI2’.7:ANS=T( I )«000
« m  :  1 =  0 :  r e t u r n  : e n o  o o o .
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Completed G.C.E. 'O' Levels Examinations at  
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Completed G.C.E. 'A' Levels Examinations at  
Queen's College, Georgetown, Guyana.
Received the Degree of Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering from University College 
London, University of London, London, England.
Joined the Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Faculty of Technology, University of Guyana as 
an Instructor. Also joined Government Technical 
In s t i tu te ,  Georgetown, Guyana as Part-Time Lecturer.
Currently a candidate for the Degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
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